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DEFINITIONS

Wood Fiber: A common term that means any form of wood particle suitable for composites.
More specifically, it refers to small discreet particles of wood that are substantially longer than
they are across. The ratio of length to diameter (called aspect ratio) is often greater than 10:1.

Wood Flour: A common particulate form of wood often used as a functional filler in plastics.
Most wood flour has an aspect ratio of about 2:1 to 4:1. Wood flour is available in many differ-
ent mesh sizes.

Mesh Size : Refers to the size of an opening in a screen used to separate particulate material into
different sizes or “fractions.” For instance, a 40 mesh wood flour is small enough to pass through
a screen made with 40 wires per inch. This is the same system used to separate grit sizes in sand-
paper.

Wood-plastic Composites: Sometimes called “woodfiber-plastic composites.” Any material
made by any means containing both wood fibers or flour and thermoplastic materials, with or
without any additional materials.

Wood-filled Plastic: A major category of wood-plastic composites wherein wood flour or wood
fiber is compounded with plastic. The resultant material is processed as a plastic on plastics
equipment.

Compounding: The process of blending filler materials with molten plastic. When properly done,
the filler material is completely dispersed and distributed throughout a continuous plastic matrix
with no filler-to-filler contact.

Pelletizing: The process whereby hot compound is formed into pellets and cooled. The pellets
can be used for either injection molding or extrusion. Most plastics, whether compounds or not,
are bought and sold in pelletized form.

Wood-filled Plastic Compound: A pelletized form of a wood-filled plastic.

Injection Molding: A process whereby plastic pellets or pelletized compounds are melted and
forced under pressure into a cold mold. The plastic solidifies and takes the shape of the mold.
Common examples include flower pots, computer cases, and plastic lawn furniture.

Extrusion: A process whereby plastic pellets or pelletized compounds are melted and forced un-
der pressure through a die to make a part of constant cross section and continuous length. Flat
extrusions are called “sheet,” while parts with more complex cross sections are called “profiles.”
Examples of extrusions include common drinking straws, plastic lawn edging, and plastic lum-
ber.

Direct Extrusion: The combined process of compounding and extrusion, eliminating the pel-
letizing step, used most often in larger extrusions, like wood-filled plastic lumber or large vo l-
ume sheet products.
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Lineal: A term most often used in the window and door industry. A lineal is a length of extruded
material that becomes part of an assembly. For instance, a PVC window is made up of extruded
PVC lineals that are fastened together to make a window frame.
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I. ABSTRACT

The market for wood-thermoplastic composite products is growing rapidly. Estimates
suggest current production is about 300 million pounds per year, a three-fold increase over two
years ago. Major markets are decking materials, pallets, and automobile and window compo-
nents. Fueled by the decreasing availability of solid wood relative to projected demands, both
recycled wood and plastic materials are being investigated as substitutes. The combination of
plastics and wood has been limited to polymers with lower melting point to avoid degradation of
the wood materials. These include polypropylene, low and high density polyethylene, polysty-
rene, and polyvinyl chloride. The wood is in flour form, which is produced from planer shavings
and kiln dried mill residues. Construction and demolition wood can also be used to produce
composites. Many producers of wood-plastic lumber are seeking ways to improve the perform-
ance characteristics of their products. The use of wood fiber rather than wood flour in combina-
tion with the plastic materials may enhance the structural properties of composites. Although the
wood-thermoplastic products industry has a significant history, technology is still being deve l-
oped. Recommended products for Massachusetts manufacturers include composite decking, spe-
cialty wood-plastic compounds to be supplied to manufacturers of finished products, and fiber-
based products using technology developed by Dr. Alan Marra. Additional research and deve l-
opment efforts are warranted.

II.  INTRODUCTION

In July 1998, the Forest and Wood Products Institute at Mount Wachusett Community
College was contracted by the Chelsea Center for Recycling and Economic Development to re-
search the potential for new or expanded uses for wood-plastic composite products in Massachu-
setts. The industry partner for the project was the Massachusetts Natural Resources Center Co-op
of Greenfield, Massachusetts.

1. Background

Global demand for timber products is increasing rapidly as a direct result of the growing
world population, which is projected to double within the next 35 to 70 years. According to the
U.S. Forest Service, domestic demand for wood fiber in the United States will increase by 50%
by the year 2020. However, during the period from 1989 to 1995, total softwood lumber produc-
tion in the United States decreased from 38.1 to 32.2 billion board feet, even though sawmills in
the southern United States were operating at record levels. Allowable levels of timber harvesting
in U.S. national forests in the Pacific Northwest, long considered the breadbasket of softwood
lumber production, have been reduced, resulting in less wood production nationwide. According
to Evergreen Magazine of Medford, Oregon (2), of the nation's softwood standing inventory,
47% is located in publicly owned national forests. Pacific coast national forests hold about twice
as much timber as all other national forests combined, so reductions in allowable harvests by the
U.S. Forest Service have a significant effect on timber supplies.

A decreasing supply of solid wood materials from public lands is expected to result in
growing market opportunities for substitute materials, including composite materials produced
from combinations of recycled wood fiber and plastic. Trade journals repeatedly cite the deve l-
opment of new composite materials ranging from improved fire-retardant roof panels made from
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plywood and a foamed sheet of polyurethane to steel studs formed with plastic or fiberglass.
Furniture parts, floor panels, ceiling tiles, and door and window parts, are other emerging com-
posite products.

Probably only 10% to 20% of a log ultimately ends up in a value-added product such as
furniture. The balance of the log (sawdust, chips, planer shavings, etc.) is often used for low-
value products such as fuel, animal bedding, or landscaping mulch, or it is landfilled. Ince and
McKeever (5) estimate that the total potential for recovery through recycling is roughly equiva-
lent to one half of the total U.S. timber harvest, not counting the losses in branches, roots, and
stumps. They estimate that less than 5% of building products use materials recovered from the
solid waste stream.

At the same time, sawmills in Massachusetts are expressing a critical need to develop
better markets for their wood waste. Construction and demolition waste materials and underused
recyclable waste plastics are also a problem.
 These factors combined, as well as the general economic and environmental wisdom of
recycling, present an opportunity for firms in Massachusetts to solve a number of their waste re-
lated problems through the development of wood-plastic composite manufacturing.

2. Objectives

The objectives of this project were (1) to identify wood and plastic recycling needs in
Massachusetts and market opportunities for composite materials manufactured from these mate-
rials; and (2) develop a strategy for the manufacture of selected products. This investigation con-
centrated on products with high value-added capability, large potential markets, and a projected
long-term life.

3. Practical Benefits for End Users

This report provides the following benefits to readers:

a. The report educates manufacturers about potential wood-plastic composites.

b. The information on the potential market for wood-plastic composite products should stimu-
late interest in the manufacturing of the products.

c. The market and resource information provides important ingredients for the development of a
business plan, which is necessary for the acquisition of bus iness financing.

d. The recyclable materials are characterized relative to the technical requirements of potential
products.

e. The project results will assist governmental and industrial development agencies in the pro-
motion of environmentally beneficial recycling activities.

f. The data developed on types, quantities, and characteristics of wood and plastic recyclable
materials should be useful for other project efforts to improve recycling in Massachusetts.
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4. Deliverables

There are two project deliverables:

a. This written report describing potential composite wood products to be manufactured in
Massachusetts. The report considers the availability of recyclable wood and plastic, the tech-
nical implications and compatibility of the materials and potential products, the market po-
tential for selected products, and strategies to promote product manufacturing.

b. A seminar program that incorporates the information in the final report, presents possible
products, and provides additional information on selected products. The seminar will also
provide contacts for funding assistance and business plan development.

5. Project Procedures

The method of the investigation included these tasks:

a. Assembling data on the volume and location of wood and wood fiber waste in Massachusetts
and classifying it by:

- species,
- size,
- shape or form,
- current disposal and use,
- current handlers, and
- value and cost.

b. Assembling data on the volume and location of recyclable plastic in Massachusetts and clas-
sifying it by type.

c. Investigating high value-added composite wood-plastic products and/or parts currently being
made in the United States and internationally. This included an investigation of parts and
products in the automotive and building products fields that could substitute recycled wood-
plastic for current materials.

d. Preparing a technical evaluation of potential products, considering the requirements of the
products and the characteristics of the recycled materials.

e. Preparing the final report and organizing the related seminar.

6. Personnel

The team of investigators who participated in this project included the following:

Nicholas C. Weidhaas, Director, Forest and Wood Products Institute, Mount Wachusett Com-
munity College, Gardner, MA, Principal Investigator. Mr. Weidhaas functioned as project coor-
dinator. His role was to develop a strategic approach to the project, collect information on market
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opportunities, provide relevant information to the project consultants (listed below), and coordi-
nate the preparation of the final project report.

Thomas Black, Department Chair, Plastics Technology Program, Mount Wachusett Community
College, Gardner, MA, Co-principal Investigator. Mr. Black's role was to coordinate the gathe r-
ing of information on using plastic materials in the production of composites.

James McElvenny, Strategic Technologies, Inc., Beverly, MA. Because of his extensive back-
ground in wood recycling, Mr. McElvenny gathered technical and market information on wood-
plastic composites. Most of the information in this report on the availability of wood and plastic
residue materials and current suppliers and processors was gathered by Mr. McElvenny. He also
supplied invaluable information on the technology of composites and alternative products.

Dr. Harold Gatslick, Professor Emeritus, Wood Technology Program, University of Massachu-
setts, Amherst, MA. Dr. Gatslick’s role was to provide technical expertise on the use of wood
materials in composites. He also gathered a vast amount of information on alternative products,
provided access to previous studies, and interviewed many industry representatives and current
and potential producers of composites.

Dr. Robert Malloy, Department of Plastic Technology, University of Massachusetts Lowell,
Lowell, MA. Dr. Malloy provided expertise on the technology of using plastics in the production
of composites, conducted tests using various configurations of wood materials, and coordinated
an extensive review of the literature.

Jodie Siegel of the Chelsea Center for Recycling and Economic Development of Chelsea, MA
coordinated the administration of the project. Fred Morris represented the Massachusetts Natural
Resources Center Co-op, the industrial partner for the project.

III. TRENDS, VOLUME ESTIMATES, PRODUCERS, AND CHARACTER OF
WOOD WASTE

1. General

Despite a shift in the Massachusetts economy from manufacturing to high-tech
industries, primary and secondary wood manufacturing sectors have sustained their presence
within the state. However, they are made up of predominantly smaller volume, employee-
based firms manufacturing medium- to high-end finished products. Secondary wood
manufacturers producing lower-end products have historically not fared well against foreign
competition, and in some cases, have shifted to manufacturing their products overseas.

To quantify the volume of wood waste generated within the state, the owner or manager
of established business operations in four major categories were interviewed over the
telephone. The four wood source categories are: (1) Primary wood processors (i.e., sawmill
operations), (2) Secondary wood manufacturers producing wood-related finished products, (3)
Construction and demolition debris firms, and (4) Wood trimming material handlers (e.g., tree
trimmings, brush, and stumps).
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The appropriate governing or regulatory body involved with the supervision of each
particular industry sector at the local, state, or federal levels was also interviewed.
Corresponding industry sector associations, organizations, and public and private sector
authorities were consulted to cross-check individual sector information. In some cases,
individual industry information within the state was nonexistent, and individual database
information was compiled through numerous alternative sources.

In a small number of cases, the business representatives were reluctant to share infor-
mation because of the competitive nature of their industry or because of a fear of regulatory
repercussions. However, the majority of businesses contacted were cooperative and enthusias-
tic. Because of time constraints and the expense involved in conducting interviews, not every
business within each business sector could be interviewed directly. Those businesses inter-
viewed represent a particular sector within the industry as a whole.

A list of the individual business sectors and businesses surveyed is included in
Appendices C-E. Landfills; recycling facilities; secondary wood manufacturers; primary wood
processors; pallet manufacturers; composting firms; state, local, and federal agencies; national
associations; and resident academia authorities were each interviewed directly during the
course of this research.

2.  Wood in Demolition Waste

By the State of Massachusetts definition, construction and demolition (C & D) debris is
comprised of material generated from construction, renovation, repair, and demolition of
roads, bridges, and buildings, including wood, steel, concrete, masonry, plaster, metal, and
asphalt, but not wood from land clearing such as stumps, logs, brush, soil, nor rock from
excavation. The majority of all C & D materials pass from the generator to the hauler to the
recycler or the landfill. Sometimes a reclaimer will retrieve materials from a structure during
construction or prior to demolition for resale or reuse. Construction materials by nature
contain less contamination than demolition materials, making them more valuable to
recyclers.

Quantifying the volume of C & D materials generated is and will remain extremely
problematic as the reporting infrastructure and identification process is not standardized.
Previous reporting methods used the demolition permits reported by the Bureau of Census for
a given state. However, this recording practice has been recently suspended and is available
only on a county by county basis. State construction and demolition debris generation rates
vary and are commonly argued amongst both generator and recording party. Even the
definition of this material nationally is inconsistent.

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection projected that C & D
generation rates for the state escalated during years 1994, 1995, and 1996. The state's 1998
Solid Waste Master Plan reports the total volume of C & D generated in 1997 as 3,960,000
tons. This figure has declined from the previous reporting year by some 50,000 tons (Table1).
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Table 1: C & D Generation in Massachusetts - 1997
1998 Massachusetts Solid Waste Plan

1994 1995 1996 1997
Total Generation 9,710,000 10,780,000 11,600,000 11,880.000
Non - MSW C & D 2,420,000 3,760,000 4,010,000 3,960,000

Several studies have attempted to quantify the wood portion of the C & D waste stream.
Identification of this specific waste stream has been an arduous task. C.T. Donovan of
Vermont reported in their 1992 “Wood Waste in the Waste Stream: Characterization and
Combustion Emissions” report that the C & D waste stream contains from 15% to 88% wood
materials. Green Seal Environmental of Massachusetts in a 1989 report entitled "C & D Com-
position at Processing Facilities in Southern New England” determined that within the C & D
material waste stream delivered to a Massachusetts processing site, 30% of the overall material
by weight was wood (Table 2). Applying the results of the Green Seal study statewide, the to-
tal amount of wood waste in the C & D waste stream in Massachusetts in 1997 would be ap-
proximately 1,188,000 tons (Table 3).

Table 2:  C & D Waste Characterization* - Green Seal Environmental

Incoming C & D Constituents (% by Weight )

Clean Wood Dirty Wood Bulky (Fluff ) Dirt Metal Aggregate
21% 9% 10% 25% 7% 27%

*This table represents data collected from separating composite samples into specific definable constituents over a
period dating from March 18, 1998 through May 7,1998. Materials delivered to the site were commingled and un-
processed, containing dirty wood and clean wood. Clean wood was defined by appearance as unpainted, unstained,
and untreated wood. Dirty wood was defined by appearance as painted, treated, stained, or glued.

Table 3: Wood Constituent of C & D – Source: Green Seal Environmental

Estimated Wood Constituent in Massachusetts C & D Waste Stream
( Estimated in Short Tons )

1994 1995 1996 1997
C & D Generated 2,420,000 3,760,000 4,010,000 3,960,000
Estimated Wood % 726,000 1,128,000 1,203,000 1,188,000

In most New England states, fewer landfills are accepting C & D materials. By the end
of 1999, most landfills will not accept these materials. While the number of C & D facilities
has grown in recent years, in many instances what has been perceived as recycling is little more
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than volume reduction. With the supply of landfill space declining in the state, true recycling
activities will outpace simple volume reduction if an economically viable market exists for the
materials. With fewer disposal options, generators of C & D materials will use recycling facili-
ties as a disposal outlet and will inevitably pay a premium tip fee for convenience.

The ability to recycle at least part of the demolition wood waste stream may be
eliminated in part due to U.S. EPA regulations proposed in the Federal Register on December
18, 1998. The regulations propose that any and all buildings constructed prior to 1978 are to be
assumed to contain lead-based paint (LBP). These regulations stipulate the removal of the LBP
prior to the demolition, or all materials contained in the demolition must go to either a C & D
landfill, or a hazardous waste facility. The regulations further stipulate that LBP materials
cannot be shredded, ground, or compacted prior to the LBP material being removed by an
approved method. This could prevent recyclers from processing these materials.

3. Wood in Construction Waste

The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) has determined that the average
size of a new single family detached home is 2,085 square feet, and that the total wood
materials used in constructing each home is 16,000 board feet of lumber and 6,000 square feet
of structural panel. In studies conducted at four locations across the United States by NAHB,
they determined that the wood waste generated from new single family detached home
construction is approximately 1.7 pounds per square foot. This equates to 3,545 pounds per
average 2,085 square-foot, single-family, detached home. Typical multifamily unit construction
generates approximately 1,750 pounds per unit constructed, and single family attached units
generate some 2,625 pounds per unit constructed.

In Massachusetts, the estimated total wood waste generated from single family detached
homes built in 1997 would equate to 25,875 tons of wood waste. This material volume is
included in the 1,188,000 tons of wood previously estimated as being in the C & D waste
stream. The amount of wood waste depends on the materials used in wall sheathing, siding, and
roofing. However, it is generally comprised of clean, unpainted dimensional lumber, plywood,
oriented strand board (OSB), and particleboard without laminates (Table 4).

Table 4: NAHB Housing Starts for the State of Massachusetts – 1997
In Thousands (M)

Single Family
Attached

Single Family
Detached

Multi Family
 5 or > units

Homes Built 1.3 M 14.6 M 2.3 M 18.7 M Total

Tons of Waste
Generated

1,706 25,875 2,013 29,594 Tons
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The volume and type of wood generated from the construction of residential and nonresi-
dential buildings may change over time with the substitution of materials in construction prac-
tices. Traditional sources of wood for construction products have been strained for some time
now and have led to a major focus on alternative products. The introduction of OSB as a ply-
wood substitute has dramatically reduced the volume of plywood consumed in home building
over the past ten years, while laminated veneer lumber (LVL) has made significant inroads in
construction as an alternative to high-grade, large diameter timber. These products are in many
cases specifically designed to replace conventional wood products for structural applications
and to use lower-grade wood species.

Wood waste generated during the construction of homes in Massachusetts are in most
instances, not source separated, but rather commingled with other scrap building materials to
save the contractor significant time, money, and labor. These materials often are handled by a
waste hauler and delivered to either a transfer station for disposal in a landfill or to a recycling
facility that can separate the commingled materials.

Some communities such as Will County, Illinois, have offered incentives to builders to
source separate and recycle their materials on site. The Will County Land Use and Waste
Services Division offers rebates on a portion of the building permit cost through a Residential
Builders Permit Reimbursement Program. Under the program a contractor would be reim-
bursed 50% of the permit fee for recycling one material, 75% for recycling two materials, and
100% for recycling three or more materials with a cap of $5,000 per year.

In a study conducted by the Triangle J Council of Governments of North Carolina in
June 1993, the costs involved in separating wood materials from the C & D waste stream versus
source separation on-site were examined. The results show the improved rate of recovery to be
between 75% and 90% for source-separated materials (Table 5).

Table 5: Triangle J Cost Overview of Processing Materials - 1993

MATERIAL
SOURCE

SEPARATED

CAPITAL
COST

CAPACITY
(millions $)

CAPITAL
COST

(tons/day)

ANNUAL
TONS

(per ton cap.)

RECOVERY
(per worker)

RATE
%

Wood &
Rubble

0.5 - 1.0 50-100 5,000 - 10,000 2,000 - 4,000 75-90%

Commingled
C & D

1.0-2.0 100-250 8,000 - 13,000 4,000 - 5,000 50-80%
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4. Wood in Municipal Solid Waste

A breakdown of the national municipal solid waste stream (MSW) for 1995 is illustrated
in Table 6. According the U.S. EPA, in 1996 a total of 209.7 million tons of municipal solid
waste was generated. In Massachusetts, according to the state’s Solid Waste Plan, total genera-
tion of MSW for 1996 was 7,330,000 tons. Using EPA and Department of Environmental Pro-
tection data, Dorn and Associates1 estimates 523,500 tons of wood entered the MSW stream in
Massachusetts during 1996. They estimate an aggregate recovery for MSW wood at 39%. These
figures include some residential wood and post-commercial wood waste in the form of cut-offs
from remodeling and renovations, manufacturing, dunnage, and shipping pallets. The USDA
Southern Research Station in conjunction with Virginia Tech estimated that in 1995 over 223.6
million pallets (6.16 million tons) entered municipal solid waste and C & D landfills.

The municipal solid waste stream is generally too complex to consider separating the
wood waste component, and attempts to do so, mechanically or otherwise, would probably not
be economically viable.

Table 6: Municipal Solid Waste Stream, 1995

5. Tree Trimming Materials

The EPA definition of municipal solid waste includes yard-trimming materials. The
above breakdown of components for 1995 indicates that yard trimmings were 13.4% of the total
municipal solid waste stream. However, during that time some twenty-three states, including

                                                                
1 Strategic Plan to Promote the Use of Recyclable Materials in Massachusetts, Phase 1 Report: Analysis of Massa-
chusetts Recyclable Materials Supply and Demand, Prepared for The Chelsea Center for Recycling and Economic
Development By Dorn and Associates, Apex, N.C. 1998.

Yard Trimmings
13%

Other
10%

Plastics
9%

Metals
8%

Wood
5%Food

10%

Glass
6%

Paper/Paperboard
39%
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Massachusetts, banned landfilling these materials and another eight states were in the process of
implementing the ban.

The State of Massachusetts Division of Solid Waste estimates there are 232 composting
sites in the state, including 180 municipal sites, 35 commercial sites, 11 agricultural
operations, and 6 state or federal sites. The combined total volume of compost being produced
by residential and nonresidential sites is approaching 900,000 tons per annum, with 610,000
tons being characterized as residential compost material. The characterization of the
nonresidential material includes 242,298 tons of wood waste materials.

Telephone interviews with the six major electric utilities in Massachusetts2 revealed that
these companies generated approximately 192,000 cubic yards of wood chips each year. In
1998 alone, New England Electric Company chief arborist Guy Shepard estimates his
company generated 45,500 tons of chipped tree-trimming materials.

The International Society of Arboriculture of Savoy, Illinois3 estimated that Massachu-
setts tree residuals equated to approximately 2,032,600 cubic yards per annum, which Dorn
and Associates converted to 1,049,200 tons. As mentioned above, much of this material is
composted, used as firewood, converted to mulch, or simply given away. Applying Dorn’s in-
formation on residue management in the Northeast in general to Massachusetts suggests that
about one-third of this material is landfilled, used, burned or left at the recycling facility (Ta-
ble 7). Most of the firms handling this material attempt to chip on site during the removal
process. Mixed tree limbs and tops are converted to chips and either transported to a holding
location or a final end-use location where they are used as landscape materials or sold as fuel.

Table 7:  Use of Tree Residues in the Northeast

Managed on Site 13%
Given Away 41%
Sold by Generator 22% (For Mulch, Firewood, Compost, Wood Products)

Handled by Wood Waste End-user 9%
Incinerated 5%
Landfilled 10%

6. Producers of Wood Waste

A. Primary Wood Processors

Researchers found eighty-eight stationary sawmills operating in Massachusetts, four of
which closed between late 1998 and early 1999 (Figure 1). This number does not include
portable saw milling operations. The Bureau of Census reported in the 1992 census that saw-
mills and planing mills in Massachusetts generated $44.5 million dollars worth of shipments,
employed 500 individuals, and invested $1.1 million. Sawmills and planing mills were ex-
cluded from the 1995 census because new rules require that industry groups have a minimum
of 950 employees in order to be included in the census.

                                                                
2 Tellus Institute, 1993. Quantification of Organic Waste Stream Components Study.
3 Final Report of Urban Tree Residues: Results of the First National Inventory, 1994.
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Applying the national growth rate for sawmills and planing mills to Massachusetts
would place shipments for the industry at $47.3 million for 1995. Although plagued by de-
clining overseas economies, the domestic sawmill and lumber industry has enjoyed vigorous
growth in the residential construction, remodeling, and home improvement sectors.

Sawmills in Massachusetts were surveyed to identify residual types, volumes, and
markets for residual materials (see Appendix C). The majority of mills surveyed had long-
established market outlets for their wood residuals, and only a small minority of firms
landfilled any portion of residual wood materials generated. The most common markets were
landscape mulch, animal bedding, fuel, and pulp markets.

Figure 1: Massachusetts Sawmill Locations, 1999.

Those mills generating high-quality wood chip materials, which historically had been
sold to pulp and paper markets, expressed dissatisfaction with the overall decline in that
industry's price paid for chip materials. Prices quoted for clean pulp chip materials today
averaged $18.00 per ton, as opposed to $33.00 per ton a few years ago. Fuel wood sold to
energy plants such as Pine Tree Power is yielding a price of between $10 -$13/ton delivered.
Colored landscape mulch materials are retailing for an estimated $28/cubic yard, and
wholesaling for $16/cubic yard.

Most mill owners indicated that sawdust and bark were often given away to avoid
landfill tipping fees, although in fragmented market areas a price of $4 to $6/ton was reported.
Attention to these materials by mill operators seemed a burdensome, time-consuming task
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outside of the main business focus, with little emphasis placed on the profit center potential
for their operation.

Mill operators were also asked for estimates of the volumes of residuals generated by
type in their operation. The majority of mill operators had little or no knowledge of the
percentage of volume generated per thousand board foot of finished product, or annual
generation rate of residuals as a percentage of their business. Almost every operator
interviewed roughly estimated volumes.

As a result, estimates of total residuals generated were based on individual mill's annual
production volumes in thousand board feet of finished product, in conjunction with estimating
factors used by the Tennessee Valley Authority Division of Land and Economic Resources.
The individual mill estimates were calculated by averaging equally the percentages of
hardwood and softwood product mix processed by the mill. The individual mill estimates of
residual materials generated by type are in Appendix C. The estimates do not take into
consideration the individual mill efficiencies or inefficiencies of operation.

Total annual volume of residual materials generated by Massachusetts sawmills is esti-
mated to be 290,874 tons, including 53,007 tons of bark mulch, 137,000 tons of chips, and
100,761 tons of sawdust. Mill residuals vary with the moisture content of wood, log size, spe-
cies, type of mill operation and equipment, and finished product produced. However, the es-
timated volumes are somewhat substantiated by a 1995 feasibility study conducted for the
University of Massachusetts power plant. Estimates of annual residuals in tons from five
western counties can be found in Table 8.

Table 8: University of Massachusetts Power Plant Study (tons)

SPECIES BARK CHIPS SAWDUST TOTAL
Softwood 23,375 64,625 49,500

Hardwood 22,275 51,975 49,500

Total 45,650 116,600 99,000 260,950

B. Secondary Wood Processors

The secondary wood manufacturing sector includes those firms that do not primarily
harvest timber or produce lumber. Rather, these firms typically use pre-cut lumber to
manufacture finished products or components. These firms range dramatically in employee
size, annual production, dollar sales, and volume of wood waste generated. This study exam-
ined those Massachusetts firms within SIC codes 2426 (flooring) through 3995 (burial cas-
kets), a total of 816 firms.

The largest category was SIC code 2431 (millwork) with 81 firms, and the smallest was
3953 (art materials) with only a single firm. The County Business Patterns, compiled by the
Bureau of Census in 1995, reported 368 companies in SIC code 24 (lumber and wood prod-
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ucts manufacturers), which includes cabinet shops, millwork, specialty sawmills, and sawmills
and planing mills that are usually considered part of the primary wood products industry, al-
though they may produce some value-added secondary products. An additional 217 Massa-
chusetts companies are listed in SIC code 25 (furniture and fixtures).

Single family residential construction is projected to remain strong. The residential
repair and remodeling industry sector will continue to keep pace even though the residential
home building market is somewhat sluggish. As more home owners move into their new
homes or repair and remodel their existing homes, the secondary wood manufacturers
segments, such as furniture, flooring, cabinetry, and millwork, will sustain their present
growth rates.

The "1999 Retail Planning Guide of Furniture Today Magazine" projected a 34.8%
growth rate by year 2002 for the U.S. furniture and bedding industry in 320 major markets.
This is an increase of $15.6 billion in sales. New England is projected to experience growth of
19.3%.

The pallet and box industry sector in Massachusetts is expected to remain somewhat
stable over the next year. Pallet manufacturing representatives interviewed anticipated stabil-
ity in wood and lumber prices over the next year. The industry has not experienced a notice-
able decline in orders even with the most recent escalation in fuel prices for transportation of
freight. However, future orders could be threatened if wood manufacturing orders within the
state decline as a result of a general decline in the sale of manufactured goods.

In order to calculate the wood residual waste generated by the firms falling within the
secondary wood products industry, firms were interviewed (see Appendix E) and estimates
were extrapolated from a similar but more extensive study conducted in Virginia.4 Secondary
wood industry firms in Massachusetts generated an estimated 225,000 tons of wood residue
annually, consisting of sawdust, sander dust, chips, shavings, and cut offs. The majority of all
wood residues generated were kiln-dried materials with very low moisture contents (generally
about 8% to 15%.) The end use for these materials as stated by firms interviewed were
primarily low- or no-value added applications. Almost all of the firms stated that they make an
earnest attempt to recycle residues to avoid landfill tipping fees. The most common end use
was fuel, used either internally or by outside firms. Animal bedding, landscaping mulch, and
compost were secondary alternatives, often times at no profit to the generating firm. Large
generators of materials such as pallet waste were found to have a common relationship with
Petro Fiber of Henicker, New Hampshire, which receives truckload volumes of materials for
their wood fired electric plant. Most of these firms were receiving no financial return for these
materials. Once again, most of the firms indicated that they were pleased to have an outlet for
these materials to avoid disposal costs.

Only two of the companies interviewed had taken the initiative to vertically integrate
the manufacturing of additional products from their wood residues. One firm manufactures a
low-end colored bark mulch substitute, and the other packages a residue for sale as a
playground material. A third firm indicated that it was in the process of purchasing a
secondary grinder for the purpose of size and volume reduction, and that additional
manufacturing of added value products was under consideration.

                                                                
4 Forest Products Journal, Vol. 49. No. 4, Page 47-55.
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7. Wood Waste Summary

Markets accepting wood waste residuals within the state are limited and are destined to
remain at the low end until manufacturing operations capable of using wood waste develop.
The low-end markets are approaching a point of saturation, due in part to the availability of
low priced residues (Table 9).

Table 9: Massachusetts Wood Waste Inventory (tons)

Waste Stream Number of Tons / Annum
C & D Wood 1,188,000
MSW Wood 523,000
Tree Trimmings 1,049,200

Total: 2,760,200

Primary Processors 290,874
Secondary Processors 225,000

Note: Estimates of residues from primary and secondary processors should not be added to the 2,760,200
since some of these residues would be included as MSW Wood.

The pulp and paper industries' recent decline in demand for chips will create a surplus of
higher quality material with little or no short-term marketability. Wood fuel prices will
continue to decline with electric utility efforts to keep pace with deregulation and the
competitive demand to produce lower cost electricity. Primary and secondary wood residue
generators will face off with an overabundance of wood residues generated from the intense
effort to recycle construction and demolition debris materials. This combined with escalating
landfill prices will likely cause the deflation of wood residue prices within the state. The
introduction of escalating fuel prices will deter companies from transporting residues as far as
they had previously.

IV.  TRENDS, VOLUME ESTIMATES, AND CHARACTER OF PLASTIC WASTE

1. Introduction

Several excellent sources of information about supplies and types of recycled plastics in
Massachusetts are readily available. Among these, “Massachusetts Strategic Recycling Market
Development Plan Project,” prepared by Dorn and Associates in November 1998 is the most re-
cent and comprehensive. This report does not attempt to duplicate the Dorn report, but rather
provides additional commentary and insight.

2. Overview of the Plastics Industry in Massachusetts

In 1996, the most recent year for which national statistics are available, the plastics in-
dustry employed more than 1.3 million workers (a 26% rise since 1991) with sales in excess of
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$274 billion (a 55% rise since 1991).5  The Massachusetts plastics industry while rather small in
size is actually a strong twelfth among the 50 states, with over $8.5 billion in sales and 40,600
employees. Employees and payroll by region are listed in Table 10.

Table 10: Plastics Employees and Payroll by Region for Massachusetts in 1996

REGION EMPLOYEES ANNUAL
PAYROLL
(MILLIONS)

FACILITIES

Boston Area 5,631 $183 162
North East Massachusetts 3,307 $125 67
Central Massachusetts 8,980 $289 182
Pioneer Valley Region 4,904 $174 89
Southeast Massachusetts 2,539 $71 78
Berkshire County Region 1,076 $34 21
Source: Society of the Plastics Industry

Dorn and Associates notes that there are 39 processors, reclaimers, and/or converters of
recycled plastics in Massachusetts. According to the Chelsea Center for Recycling and Economic
Development’s Directory of Recycled Products Manufacturers, about 1,300 jobs in Massachu-
setts are supported by these plastics recyclers. (See listing of plastic processors and recyclers in
Appendix F.)

Many plastics recyclers are secretive about quantities and types of plastics that they work
with. Many feel a strong need to protect their source of supply. There is little loyalty in this field,
and someone offering only a fraction of a cent more for recycled materials will often get the pur-
chase order or force the current buyer to match the competitor’s price. Brokers are especially
sensitive to protecting supplier and customer quantities and identities. Often brokers will go to
great lengths to ensure that the businesses they buy from do not know where the material is go-
ing, and to ensure that their customers do not know the identity of the business which originally
had possession of the material.

Some recyclers and brokers also cloud the issue of what is being recycled by claiming
that they have more quantity and variety than they can actually deliver. It appears they do not
want to miss any opportunities or let their competition know of any shortcomings, which makes
assessment of the industry difficult.

3. Pricing of Virgin Versus Recycled Resins

Like any commodity, the pricing of virgin and recycled plastic varies based on the laws
of supply and demand. Plastics pricing is also affected by capacity and crude oil prices. Recycled
plastic costs also vary because of government mandates and buy recycled programs. Graphs 1
through 3 show the historical pricing of virgin prime and high-quality, recycled, uncolored, pel-
letized high density polyethylene (HDPE, SPI code #2), low density polyethylene (LDPE, SPI
code #4) and Polypropylene (PP, SPI code #5).

                                                                
5 Society of the Plastics Industry, www.socplas.org.
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Graph 1: Cost of Virgin HDPE vs. High Quality Recycled HDPE
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Source: Data extracted from historical resin pricing at www.plasticnews.com

Graph 2: Cost of Virgin LDPE vs. High Quality Recycled LDPE
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Graph 3: Cost of Virgin Polypropylene vs. High Quality Recycled Polypropylene
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Prices for virgin plastics are generally in decline. Most economists for the plastics indus-
try feel that prices have hit an all-time low and that prices should begin to start creeping up late
in 1999 or early 2000. The historically low prices are normally attributed to a combination of
low oil prices and excess capacity. Either situation negatively affects the plastics recycling in-
dustry. The variabilities of supply and quality of recycled resins becomes harder to justify when
virgin resin prices are low.

 At times, for particularly high demand resins like blow molding grade HDPE, demand
exceeds supply. In those cases, plastic goods producers with mandated recycled content will ac-
tually pay more for recycled than for virgin. Conversely, those plastic good producers who usu-
ally use recycled plastic for cost savings sometimes buy virgin resins for their products.

The problem is further complicated by the availability of wide-specification (wide-spec)
or off-spec virgin resins. Wide-spec resins are created when the plastics reactor starts-up and
when it is running outside of its normal operating parameters. Wide-spec plastics may be slightly
off color or some of the mechanical properties may fall just outside of the normally tight toler-
ance. This material finds a niche between recycled material and virgin prime material. While
technically virgin, it is sometimes downgraded to “recycled” by a broker trying to make a sale.
Virgin prime material is also sometimes downgraded to “wide-spec” when there is excess capac-
ity or supply.

IV. WOOD-PLASTIC COMPOSITE PRODUCTS, INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT,
AND MARKETS

1. Industry Development

Wood-based composite products are not new. Products such as particleboard, flakeboard,
and medium density fiberboard have been used for years and are well accepted in the market-
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place. Most of these panel products use wood particles of various sizes and configurations
bonded together with thermosetting virgin resins. These products also have been combined with
other materials such as polymeric and cellulose overlays, solid lumber, and/or veneer to produce
products with a variety of properties and end uses. Products called advanced wood composites
include building materials such as face laminated 2" X 4" products overlaid with fiberglass or
other materials to enhance the strength characteristics of the composite.

Until recently, the production of particleboard products has used roundwood forest resi-
dues that have been chipped, flaked, or otherwise broken down into small elements such as fibers
or mill residues (e.g., planer shavings, chips, or hammermilled materials). Currently, recycled
wood materials such as pallets are being used as a feedstock for these products. In Europe, recy-
cled C & D wood products also are used as feedstock material and plans are underway to use
these materials in the United States.

The use of wood fiber as a filler in plastics goes back to the early 1900s when wood flour
was used to extend and reduce the cost of thermoset plastics. “Bakelite,” named after its inven-
tor, is the most familiar of many variations on this theme. Bakelite was and is used for a variety
of applications, including molded interior components for automobiles, like dashboard panels
and radio knobs, and distributor caps, electrical outlet boxes, and knob and handles for cook-
ware. Bakelite and other wood flour-thermoset plastics like it have stood the test of time because
they are durable, inexpensive, attractive, and easy to work with.

Since World War II, wood flour has been used successfully as a filler in the newly deve l-
oped classes of thermoplastic materials. Thermoplastics differ significantly from thermoset plas-
tics. Thermoset plastics can be compared to an egg. Once you cook an egg, you can not un-cook
it. When heat is applied to thermoset plastics, a chemical reaction (called crosslinking) occurs,
which turns the thermoset material into a hard, stable solid. You cannot reheat a thermoset pla s-
tic to melt it--it will only burn. Therefore, thermoset plastics are not generally considered recy-
clable.

On the other hand, when heat is applied to a thermoplastic material, it melts, and upon
cooling, it solidifies. Within limits, this process can be repeated a number of times with minimal
change in the performance of the thermoplastic material. The term "heat history" describes any
change to the properties of the thermoplastic because of multiple melting and solidifying cycles.
Heat history is often cited as a concern for thermoplastics recycling. In practical experience, it
has little effect or influence on the performance of wood-thermoplastic materials. Lab results
have shown that some wood fiber-thermoplastic materials can be recycled ten times with no sig-
nificant change in performance.

The first commercial use of wood-thermoplastic composites found by the authors was the
use of PVC and wood flour for flooring tiles starting in the mid-50s. In 1973, the Sonnesson
Plast AB company marketed a wood-PVC composite called Sonwood. It was made by first com-
pounding wood flour and PVC together to make a pelletized feedstock that was then extruded
into thin sheets or profiles. The thin sheets were used as laminates to cover particle board for
furniture and cabinet making. The profiles were used as door thresholds and other window and
door applications. The Sonnesson Plast AB company changed hands and is now part of Primo
AB in Sweden. Although the Sonwood product is no longer made, Primo AB is still active in
wood-filled plastics.

Another profile (a shaped product) developed over twenty-five years ago in Italy called
“Woodstock” used a mix of about 50% wood flour and 50% polypropylene. Woodstock was ex-
truded in thin sheets, reheated, and molded to produce automobile panels for Fiat automobiles.
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The wood enhanced the strength properties and economics of the product and the polypropylene
allowed the traditional plastic manufacturing methods of extrusion and compression molding to
be employed. Woodstock was designed to be a low cost, durable, high stiffness replacement for
fiberboard. Woodstock is still widely used today.

The German Werzalit process used a hot press to manufacture molded products from
wood particles bonded by thermosetting phenolic, melamine, or urea resins. In 1974, the process
had 22 licensees in 18 countries including at least three in the United States and Canada. Prod-
ucts produced by the Werzalit process included door frames, window sills, garage door panels,
and sealing products; seating, sidings, and furniture parts; molded tops for refrigerators; all types
of containers, boxes and pallets; automobile parts such as dashboards and shell seats; and cases
for television and radio sets.

Other molded products still produced in the United States include toilet seats and school
furniture. These products typically use wood flour and thermosetting resins such as melamine
in various combinations. The plastics industry for years has manufactured a multitude of
components using inorganic and organic fillers such as glass, talc, fly ash, or calcium
carbonate. These fillers are used with the thermoplastics to reduce product costs since the
fillers are typically less expensive than the thermoplastic resins. The fillers also enhance the
strength and stiffness of the product. Wood and paper fibers are often cost competitive with the
inorganic fillers.

The same finished products can be manufactured by using wood fiber materials as a
filler with various plastics such as high and low density polypropylene and polyethylenes. The
advantage of these blends include a reduction of cycle times, the ability of finished products to
exit the mold at lower temperatures, and the potential to substitute a lower cost filler.
Additional advantages of using wood are reviewed in Section VI.

The use of wood in combination with thermoplastic materials is increasing at a
substantial rate. Primary areas of activity are wood-plastic lumber for decking, outdoor
furniture such as picnic tables, fencing, piers, boardwalks, window and building components,
automobile components, and pallets. According to Plastics Technology magazine (10),
production of wood-plastic composites is estimated at about 300 million pounds, a three-fold
increase over production two years ago. Commercial compounds and masterbatches are also
growing, but more slowly.

2. Wood-Thermoplastic Products

A vice president of a large northeastern lumber wholesale marketing organization ind i-
cated that wood-thermoplastic lumber manufacturers have successfully penetrated the market for
wood decking, even though the product is more expensive than conventional wood decking. He
said the wood-plastic lumber would sell for about $1,600 per thousand board feet (mbf) while
cedar decking was selling for $1,100 per mbf. Even with this price difference, he estimated the
amount of wood-plastic decking used in the United States will more than double within the next
year. Other estimates suggest that currently wood-plastic lumber represents about 7% of U.S.
sales of decking materials.
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Wood-plastic lumber claims several advantages over conventional wood products:

- It never needs protective sealants (materials can be painted or stained if desired).
- Maintenance time and costs are reduced.
- It will not crack, split, or rot. (Note: Recent research shows it will rot in certain

conditions).
- It resists termites.
-    It can be fastened and machined similar to wood.

Several disadvantages (8, 9) have been reported:

- It costs more.
- It is heavier (typically three to four times heavier than wood).
- It costs more to install (e.g., because of the density of composites, predrilling prior

to nailing is required, unless nail guns or self taping screws are used).
- Wood-plastic lumber will decay.
- It requires three to four times as much energy to manufacture as wood products.
- Post-consumer recycled plastics can be contaminated.
- Product stiffness and load bearing capacity are not as great as wood.
- Resistance to ultraviolet light may be a problem.

Section VI.7 contains a review of the composite industry's efforts to improve its products.
Even with some problems, most industry observers predict dramatic growth in the production of
wood-plastic composite products.

 The following information on current producers of wood-plastic composites was ob-
tained, in part, from an article in Plastics Technology Magazine (10).

The Trex Company of Winchester, Virginia has been the leader in the production of
wood-plastic lumber. Trex’s 1997 sales are estimated at $34.1 million, up from $3.5 million in
1993. The company combines recycled polyethylene from stretch wrap, post-consumer grocery
bags, and coarse wood fiber in a 50-50 combination. The product is extruded with a single
screw extruder. Originally manufactured by Mobile Oil Company from hardwood waste
residuals (sawdust) and plastic grocery bag waste, the product now has national distribution in
most lumberyards as an alternative to wood timber used as decking.

Other major producers of decking materials include Fiber Composites Corp. of New
London, North Carolina, which extrudes wood-filled virgin and recycled polyethylene decking
and railings; C.W. Ohio, Conneaut, Ohio, which purchases compounded wood-filled pellets
and extrudes deck components; and Crila Plastics of Mississauga, Ontario, which uses
pelletized masterbatches to produce a lumber product called Extrudawood. ChoiceDek is
produced by ALERT Co. of Springdale, Arkansas, also a pioneer in the composite deck
market.

In addition, a number of companies have purchased manufacturing licenses and produc-
tion technology from Strandex Corporation of Madison, Wisconsin (see Appendix D). Strandex
does not produce a particular product; rather they license a direct extrusion technology to make a
wood-plastic composite material. Strandex licensed products include composite decking, win-
dow and door components, and various architectural components. The following companies are
Strandex licensees:
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• Crane Plastics of Columbus, Ohio, produces a product called Timber Tech from 50%
wood-filled virgin HDPE. Timber Tech is used for decking, office systems, and win-
dow and door components.

• Eaglebrook Products, Chicago, Illinois, produces a product called Durawood EX
from 70% hardwood flour and recycled HDPE, which is used for decking and rail-
ings.

• Comptrusion Corp. of Toronto, uses 40-60 mesh hardwood and softwood flour and
PE and PVC to produce window and door components. Many profiles are coextruded
producing a core profile that is also covered with a capping material.

• Hoff Forest Products of Boise, Idaho, extrudes wood replacement profiles and archi-
tectural millwork. Hoff produces the wood component of its products from its own
scrap.

There are several other major producers:

• Dura Products International of Etobicoke, Ontario, uses 70% sawdust and commercial
wood flour in combination with recycled HDPE bottles to produce profiles for
Duraskid pallets.

• Mikron Industries of Kent, Washington, produces foamed composites and non-
foamed hollow composites.

• Louisiana Pacific Polymers produces wood-filled sheet for automotive applications.
• Lear Corporation of Sheboygan, Wisconsin, now uses the former “American Wood-

stock” for use in car interior panels and trim.
• B&F Plastics, Richmond, Indiana, extrudes a thick structural sheet called WoodPlast

out of 50% wood flour and 50% recycled HDPE. The company also makes other
products that use recycled tires (70%) and polyolefin (30%).

• Andersen Corporation of Stillwater, Minnesota, produces patio door sills and re-
placement window components from 60% PVC and 40 % wood fiber. Both products
come from scrap generated in the production of other Andersen products. Its first suc-
cessful entry was a rot resistant substrate for an aluminum clad patio door threshold.
More recently, Andersen began marketing windows made from wood- filled PVC lin-
eals under the brand name “Renewal.” Andersen has numerous patents in this par-
ticular field and is aggressively protecting its technology. Like Sonnesson Plast AB
before it, Andersen first compounds the wood and PVC to make a pellet and then ex-
trudes the pellets into lineals. A number of other lineal manufacturers have begun to
follow suit, including Mikron Industries in Kent, Washington.

Other known applications of wood-thermoplastic composites include vegetable and fish
boxes (produced in Spain), picture frames, moldings, partitions, furniture parts, brickmold, hot
tub rims, highway guardrail components, factory flooring and skylights. Another new promising
application for wood-plastic products is the production of commercial pellets that contain the
premixed wood and plastic. Reportedly, most of the large commercial compounders have yet to
embrace the product but are investigating the possibility of producing pellets. Reportedly, be-
cause the production of wood-plastic pellets can be dusty and volatile, many large compounders
subcontract production. However, although the production of these pellets is considered to be in
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its infancy, they are being used as feedstock by some molders and extruders that produce the
wood-plastic lumber and other composites (see C.W. Ohio and Crila Plastics, Inc. mentioned
above). By purchasing the pellets, rather than processing raw wood and plastics, extruders sim-
plify their operations and minimize capital investments and manufacturing problems.

In 1995 the first known compounder to specialize only in the production of wood-filled
compounds was established in Sweden (Clarum Industri AB). In 1996 the first U.S. based com-
pounder to specialize in wood-filled plastics, Natural Fiber Composites, was formed in Baraboo,
Wisconsin. In 1997, North Wood Plastics was formed in Sheboygan, Wisconsin for the exclusive
production of wood-filled plastic compounds from both virgin and recycled resins.

 There are a growing number of companies that use wood-filled plastic compounds. A partial
list includes Watkins Manufacturing, Vista, California, maker of Hot Springs Portable Spas.
Watkins clads their spas in a wood-filled plastic extrusion instead of redwood. Bemis Manufac-
turing in Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, makes a large number of decorative imitation stoneware
flower pots and planters. Easy Painter in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a division of Newell Corpora-
tion, injection molds paint brush and paint roller handles from wood-filled plastic compound.
Some of the smaller window manufacturers, such as C.W. Ohio in Conneaut, Ohio, also extrude
their own wood-filled plastic lineals from compound.

3. Product Prices

As mentioned previously, wood-plastic composite decking has made significant inroads
against treated lumber even though it costs more initially (Tables 11-13).

Table 11: Composite Decking Price Comparison

PRODUCT CROSS SECTION
DESCRIPTION

LBS./LINEAL
FOOT

RETAIL
COST/LINEAL
FOOT

TimberTech Engineered Profile
5 ¾” x 1 ½”

2 $1.75

Trex Solid Profile
5 ¼” x 1 ¼”

3 $1.50

Mastermark Solid Profile
5 ¼” x 1 ¼”

3 $1.39

Treated
Lumber

Solid Sawn Lumber
5 ¼” x 1 ¼”

1.2
(approximate)

$0.45-$0.60

Source: Company data and retail lumber yards.
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Table 12. Total Installed Cost For A 12’ X 20’ Deck: Timbertech Vs. Solid Wood

MATERIAL COST
Treated Southern Yellow
Pine

$3,326

Clear Western Red Cedar $4,887
Redwood $3,673
TimberTech $3,897

Source: www.craneplastics.com

Table 13: Total Installed Cost For A 16’ X 24’ Deck: AERT ChoiceDek Vs. Solid Wood

MATERIAL DECK SURFACE,
SUB-
STRUCTURE &
LABOR

STAIN/SEALANT
APPLICATIONS
MATERIAL/
LABOR

TOTAL
INSTALLED
COST

ChoiceDek $4,051 Not Needed $4,051
Construction Heart Red-
wood

$4,288 $192 $4,480

Treated Pine #1 $3,794 $192 $3,986
Cedar $4,036 $192 $4,228
Source: www.choicedek.com

4. International Trends and Products

Wood-plastic and other natural fiber-plastic composite materials are used around the
globe, especially in the automotive and construction industries.

Automotive: In addition to the aforementioned Woodstock product, many manufacturers
use natural fiber-plastic composites. Both Volkswagen and Mercedes use a kenaf-polypropylene
composite for interior substrates. Japanese automakers also use other varieties of wood and natu-
ral fiber-plastic composites for interior substrates.

Construction: Europe has not embraced composite decking the way North America has,
but Polima AB in Sweden continues in the Sonwood tradition by making wood-filled polyethyl-
ene extrusions for use as sound barriers along busy highways. Japanese companies are producing
very attractive upscale flooring products from PVC and finely ground wood flour. There is also
one Japanese Strandex licensee.

5. Domestic Trends and Products

Domestic products can be grouped into four categories: construction materials, consumer
goods and housewares, automotive interiors, and packaging and materials handling (see Table
14).
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Construction Materials: The construction industry is a major user of wood-plastic com-
posites, especially those made with recycled plastics. The construction industry likes wood-
plastic composites for their increased stiffness and reduced thermal expansion when compared to
unfilled plastic products like plastic lumber, and for their perceived increased durability and
much lower maintenance when compared to wood.

The most common construction products are wood-filled plastic lumber, or wood-
thermoplastic composite lumber. In decreasing order of sales volume, four manufacturers of
these products are Trex, ChoiceDek by AERT (Advanced Environmental Recycling Technolo-
gies), Master Mark, and Duraboard. Eaglebrook Products in Chicago entered this market in
1999.

Decking. As mentioned previously, much of the wood-filled plastic lumber is used for
decking, and other products made specifically for decking are also rapidly gaining popularity.
For instance, Crane Plastics manufacturers a product called TimberTech, which is a wood-filled
plastic composite made with a very precise tongue and groove configuration. Strandex licenses
several manufacturers to produce a similar precision profile, but with higher wood content than
TimberTech. All of these systems are extremely durable, stiffer than unfilled plastic lumber, and
more wood-like in their approach to marketing.

Industrial flooring. Both Choice Dek and Trex are used for industrial flooring. Tradition-
ally, creosote treated oak blocks have been used around heavy manufacturing equipment like
drop forges and large punch presses. The durability and vibration absorption properties of wood-
plastic composites are very useful in this application.

Windows and doors. AERT also sells product into the window and door industry. Be-
cause the AERT product is not a precision profile, it must be run through a molding machine just
like a regular piece of wood. In this fashion, the AERT material finds its way into thresholds,
lock blocks, and door rails. About 50% of AERT’s production is used this way. This material is
called MoistureShield and is similar to ChoiceDek in composition.

Crane also markets its TimberTech product to window and door manufacturers. It is in-
tended to be wrapped in aluminum or PVC for environmental protection and ornamentation.
Strandex licensees target the same market. C.W. Ohio in Conneaut, Ohio makes and sells win-
dow lineals made from wood-filled HIPS compound supplied by a custom compounder. The lin-
eals they make are hollow and filled with polyurethane foam for better insulative properties.

Andersen Windows dominates the use of wood-filled PVC for window and door lineals.
With several patents granted and more pending, coupled with their sales volume, Andersen is a
formidable competitor in this area. Nevertheless, Mikron Industries in Kent, Washington is ag-
gressively selling and marketing a wood-filled plastic PVC alloy licensed from a Japanese firm
to Andersen’s competitors.

Shingles. Re-New Wood, Wagoner, Oklahoma, is a manufacturer of wood-filled PVC
shingles. The shingles are made to imitate wood shakes, a traditional roofing material. Re-New
Wood does its own compounding and then injection molds the shingles. The shingles are wind,
rain, and hail resistant and are sold in 30 states.
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Table 14: Some Current Uses For Wood-plastic Composites,
Companies Involved, and Estimated Sales

APPLICATION RESINS USED PRODUCT
NAME/TYPE

PRODUCED BY ESTIMATED 1999
WOOD-PLASTIC
COMPOSITE
SALES***
(MILLIONS OF $)

Composite
Decking

LDPE/HDPE
LDPE/HDPE
LDPE/HDPE
HDPE
HDPE
LDPE

ChoiceDek
Duraboard
Mastermark
SmartDek
TimberTech
Trex

AERT
Duraboard
Mastermark
Eaglebrook Products
Crane Plastics
Trex

4.0
1.0
6.0
2.0
20.0
50.0

Imitation
Wood Shingles

PVC Eco-Shake Re-New Wood 5.0

Windows and
Doors

PVC
PS
PVC Alloy
LDPE
HDPE

Renewal Windows
window lineals
MikronWood
MoistureShield
TimberTech

Andersen
C.W. Ohio
Mikron Industries
AERT
Crane Plastics

20.0
2.0
5.0
4.0
5.0

Pallets HDPE Dura-Skid Dura-Skid 5.0
Consumer
Goods and
Housewares

PP
PP
HDPE
PP
PP

flower pots & plant-
ers
garment hangers
hot tub siding
tool handles
office accessories

Bemis
Batts
Watkins/Hot Springs
Easy Painter
Allsop

5.0
2.0
5.0
0.5
0.1

Compounding PP/LDPE/HDP
E
PS
PP/LDPE/HDP
EPS

various compounds

various compounds

North Wood Plastics

Natural Fiber Com-
posites

3.5

2.5

Automotive PP
PP
PP

interior substrates
interior substrates
interior substrates

Lear Corporation
Ford
Spartech

16.0
5.0
1.5

Source: Calls to industry insiders, published information. No sales figures available for Strandex licensees.
***In some cases, such as a hot tub or automotive interior substrate, the composite makes up only a small part of the
total product cost. Only the composite portion is estimated in this table.

Consumer Goods and Housewares: Following construction, consumer goods and house-
wares is the other large area of growth for wood-plastic composite materials. Attractive flower
pots and tool handles have been made by Bemis Mfg. and Easy Painter respectively. Allsop, a
molder of office accessories in Washington State also uses wood-filled PP to produce a line of
products with an environmental spin. Batts, Inc. in Zeeland, Michigan molds over 1 million coat
hangers each day. A small but growing portion of these are made using wood-filled compounds.

When patio furniture manufacturers start using wood-filled compounds, growth will
increase even more rapidly. Other large volume opportunities exist in upholstered furniture
components, where wood-filled plastic replaces solid wood frames, molded plywood, and
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molded particleboard. Here the mixed colors so often found in recycled plastics will not be a
factor because the components are covered.

Automotive Interiors: Woodstock is still widely used (approximately 30 million
lbs./year), and while its growth is flat, it will not be replaced anytime soon. Two major players in
this field, Ford Motor Company and Lear Corporation, are exploring opportunities in low pres-
sure and high pressure injection molded components. The automotive industry appears to be es-
pecially interested in components made from recycled plastics. The introduction of wood-filled
compounds for molding has spurred some of this interest.

Packaging and Material Handling: There are nearly 600 million pallets made each year in
North America and about 50 million are plastic. This is a largely untapped opportunity for wood-
plastic composites. One Canadian manufacturer, Dura-Skid, produces a pallet by assembling lin-
eals made from wood-filled HDPE. Some manufacturers are experimenting with conventional
injection molded processes and structural foam molded products from compound.

The main advantage of composites to the pallet manufacturer is the excellent stiffness to
weight ratio afforded by wood filler. When the major players wake up to the cost/benefits of
wood-filled plastics, compound suppliers will be hard pressed to keep up with demand. The
greatest opportunity may be in structural foam and twin sheet thermoformed pallets.

VI. THE TECHNOLOGY OF WOOD-PLASTIC COMPOSITE MANUFACTURE

1. Overview of Technology

Why use wood-filled thermoplastics? Thermoplastics alone often do not have the neces-
sary stiffness or stability for many applications. Therefore they are frequently filled and rein-
forced with a variety of functional fillers. While materials classified strictly as fillers are used
primarily to reduce cost, as in the case of a wood flour-filled thermosets like Bakelite, functional
fillers can reduce costs, while increasing one or more performance criteria. As a class, any func-
tional filler will improve stiffness and reduce changes in size due to temperature variations of
any given thermoplastic.

There are many functional filler options for thermoplastics. Fiberglass, talc, and calcium
carbonate are just a few of the many mineral-based functional fillers. Within limits, wood also
makes an excellent functional filler. While the heat used to melt and process plastics does not
affect the mineral-based fillers, it does affect wood. Therefore, great care must be exercised
when using wood as a functional filler. Wood also absorbs moisture, and thermoplastic process-
ing equipment has a near-zero tolerance of moisture.

Wood does have advantages though. Wood is lighter than minerals, reducing the weight
of the finished product. Wood is also less abrasive than mineral-based fillers, so wear and tear on
processing equipment is greatly reduced. Wood may enhance the structural properties of the
composite. In the following sections, the various technical challenges of working with different
thermoplastics and wood types to make composites are discussed, as well as the various market
issues and opportunities. Because the rest of this document does not concern itself with thermo-
set plastics, the term “plastic” refers only to thermoplastic materials.
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2. Recycled Plastic Feedstocks Suitable for Composites

Any plastic that can melt and process below the degradation point of wood (400°F or ap-
proximately 200°C) is usually suitable for manufacturing wood-plastic composite materials.
Each plastic is different however, and within each type of plastic, there are thousands of varia-
tions. Sometimes plastics with similar names or descriptions are really quite different in their
performance and processing characteristics. Research has shown that plastic selection as much of
an effect on the performance of wood-plastic composites as does wood selection (see Graphs 4-
8).

The major types of plastics used in packaging are identified by numerical codes devel-
oped by the Society for the Plastics Industry (SPI) and placed inside the familiar “chasing ar-
rows” symbol. The code only identifies the broad family of resins, not the specific type of plas-
tic. Table 15 briefly describes each plastic packaging family identified by its code number and its
applicability to composites.

Number 1 (PET or PETE): Polyethylene teraphthalate or more commonly called polyes-
ter. Used mostly in soda and clear water bottles, PET also is used for some clear juice, cooking
oil, and salad dressing containers. PET bottles are most frequently recycled into fiber, which
finds its way into fabric, fiberfill insulation, and nonwoven textiles. Many polyester clothes con-
tain a portion of recycled PET fiber. Because most PET types do not process at temperatures
much lower than 500°F, PET is typically not considered for use in wood-plastic composites. Re-
search may change this situation (see Section IX).

Number 2 (HDPE): High density polyethylene is used in milk, water, and cider jugs, as
well as most detergent and soap bottles. Milk and cider jugs are usually a natural translucent
homopolymer, while soap bottles are normally a colored co-polymer. Although both of these
types of HDPE are signified by the Number 2, for recycling purposes they are not interchange-
able. The natural homopolymer used in milk and cider jugs is more valuable on the market than
the colored copolymer. The natural HDPE can be used to make any color plastic, while the
mixed colored usually goes into black or other dark colored applications.

A very different type of HDPE, also designated Number 2, is made into film. It is not in-
terchangeable with the bottle grades described above. The film is converted into flexible pack-
aging and is often used for items such as grocery bags. HDPE melts and processes in the 350 to
400°F range, and is very adaptable to use in wood-plastic composite materials. A great deal of
HDPE currently goes into plastic lumber. The mixed color often finds its way into products like
lawn edging, drain tile, and other black products.
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Graphs 4-8: Effect of Plastic Type on Critical Properties in Polypropylene,
 Polyethylene, and General Purpose Polystyrene

with Different Wood Loading Levels
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Number 3 (PVC): Polyvinyl chloride is a versatile plastic with many industrial and con-
sumer uses. In various forms it can be flexible, such as vinyl hose and automotive upholstery
fabric, or rigid, such as drain pipe and window lineals. PVC melts and processes around 350°F,
and was one of the first plastics to find commercial use in wood-plastic composite materials. Its
use in wood-plastic composites is still growing. The amount of post-consumer PVC packaging is
limited to some household cleaners and some cooking oils. The relatively small amount of PVC
in the waste stream makes it hard to justify separating it out for use in composites. This could
change in the future with increased collection of construction waste such as flooring and siding.
There is also some post-industrial recycled PVC that could find use in this application.

The production and incineration of PVC releases dioxin into the environment. As you
might expect, the PVC industry claims that these amounts are incredibly small and do no harm.
As you might also expect, environmentalists take the opposing position. PVC toys are under sus-
picion because certain plasticizers used in their production are known or suspected carcinogens.

Number 4 (LDPE): Low Density Polyethylene is a very versatile high-volume resin that
is used in flexible packaging applications like film. Like HDPE above, many plastic grocery bags
are made from LDPE. Different grades of LDPE are injection molded into flexible lids of the
type used on coffee cans. Still other grades are blow molded into squeezable plastic containers
like mustard bottles. Another variation, known as LLDPE or linear-low density polyethylene, is
used as shrink wrap. Like HDPE, LDPE melts and processes in the 350 to 400°F range, and is
very adaptable to use in wood-plastic composite materials. Trex, Inc. uses 50 to 60 million
lbs./year of LDPE film waste annually to make wood-filled plastic lumber.

Number 5 (PP): Polypropylene is one of the most versatile consumer and industrial res-
ins. It is widely used in automotive interior and underhood applications. Housewares are full of
PP from flower pots to patio furniture to flexible-reclosable containers used for food storage. PP
is used to package yogurt, cottage cheese, and other dairy products. It is listed as “possibly prac-
tical for composites” in Table 15 because although to date communities have rarely collected this
material for recycling programs, some communities are beginning to separate out these PP pack-
ages for recycling. PP is especially amenable to use with wood. Its first large commercial scale
application in a wood-plastic composite material was for automotive interiors, as noted else-
where in this report. Today wood-filled PP is also used for flower pots, tool handles, and a
growing list of consumer goods.

Number 6 (PS): Polystyrene is a very versatile plastic that is often foamed and called
“Styrofoam” which is also known as expanded polystyrene (EPS). Polystyrene melts and proc-
esses in the 350 to 400°F range, and is very adaptable for use in wood-plastic composite materi-
als. Unlike PP, HDPE, or LDPE, polystyrene can be painted and glued (it’s the same plastic used
for model airplanes).

There are two main grades of PS. GPS, or general purpose polystyrene, is clear but quite
brittle. GPS is not normally used for wood-plastic composites. The other grade is HIPS, which
stands for high impact polystyrene. It is quite a bit tougher than GPS, but lacks clarity, and is
usually used for wood-plastic composites. There is also a variation of these two called MIPS
which stands for medium impact polystyrene.
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Wood-filled HIPS is currently being used for low-cost window lineals. It is usually
painted and treated like wood. Polystyrene waste could be used for making wood-plastic com-
posites, but its low bulk density makes it difficult to economically collect and ship. Also, it is not
readily available as a recycled material and is relatively brittle.

Number 7 (Other): Anything that does not fit into Numbers 1-6 above is classified as
number 7. This includes multilayer bottles that hold acidic products like ketchup and small vo l-
ume niche products using specialty plastics. Because of its small volume and indeterminate
heritage, mixed plastic packaging identified by the Number 7 should not be considered for use
with wood-plastic materials. However, if separated by flotation technology, the floatable fraction
(mostly HDPE, PP, and LDPE) might be a suitable, inexpensive binder for a wood-plastic com-
posite.  (PS, PVC, and PET would sink.)

Table 15: Post Consumer Plastics

# NAME INITIALS CONSUMER USE APPROPRIATE
FOR
COMPOSITES

PRACTICAL
FOR
COMPOSITES

1 Polyethylene
teraphthalate

PETE
or
PET

Soda and Water
Bottles No No

2 High Density
Polyethylene

HDPE Milk, cider, and
detergent bottles,
some plastic bags

Yes Yes

3 Polyvinyl
Chloride

PVC Household clean-
ers, cooking oil Yes Possibly

4 Low Density
Polyethylene

LDPE Most plastic bags,
flexible lids Yes Yes

5 Polypropylene PP Margarine tubs
and yogurt con-
tainers

Yes Possibly

6 Polystyrene PS Styrofoam
Yes No

7 Other n/a Specialty pack-
ages,
Multi-Layer

Possibly Possibly

NOTE: The development of technology may change the above judgements.
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3. Recycled Wood Feedstocks Suitable for Composites

As described elsewhere in this report, there is a great deal of wood available for compos-
ite production. Given enough time and money, almost any of it could be prepared for satisfactory
inclusion in wood-plastic composites. It makes the most economic sense, however, to use those
materials that lend themselves to production of wood flour or wood fiber. Wood waste com-
pletely free of any non-wood contaminants and with less than 8% moisture (and absolutely less
than 12%) is best for use in wood-plastic composites.

Primary Wood Wastes: Primary wood wastes are post-industrial wood wastes from saw-
mills. Sawdust from sawmills tends to be wet and needs to be well-dried before being incorpo-
rated into a composite. Drying costs and the initial purchase price of the wet sawdust, as well as
the availability of dry sawdust and planer shavings from secondary plants, will influence the
relative economics of using green sawdust from sawmills. It also must be kept clean and be rela-
tively free of bark. Other primary residues such as edgings, slabs, and wood chips hold potential
for use in composites but research and technologies are needed to develop the market. Currently,
these waste streams are used as boiler fuel, compost augmentation, or mulch. The development
of added-value products such as composites, furniture parts, or fireplace logs is needed.

Secondary Wood Wastes: Secondary wood wastes are post-industrial wood wastes gener-
ated when wood products like furniture, cabinets, and wood window frames and doors are made.
These wood wastes are ideal for the production of wood flour and wood fiber because their
moisture content is less than 12%. The boards are of a known species and the planer shavings
and sawdust generated during manufacturing are captured in a dust collector system. These clean
residues can be bulk loaded into dedicated truck trailers for transportation to the wood flour/fiber
facility. The infrastructure to do this is already established. There are a number of wood flour
and wood fiber plants throughout the United States and Canada.

Post-Consumer Wood Wastes: Post-consumer wood wastes can be anything from con-
struction and demolition debris to waste pallets and containers. These products have been suc-
cessfully used for the production of wood fiber for wood-plastic composites. They are dryer than
primary wood wastes, but require extensive cleaning and preparation. Often a tipping fee must be
charged to help offset the cleaning costs incurred.

Urban Forest Residues: Urban forest residues include stumps and tree trimmings from
metropolitan areas. They have the same problems as some primary wood wastes, (i.e., high-
moisture content, bark and dirt contamination). As such, they are not considered appropriate for
wood-plastic composites and are more effectively used as mulch, boiler fuel, or compost aug-
mentation.

4. Material Preparation

A surprising amount of technology and good manufacturing practice is needed to make a
viable wood-plastic composite product. This good practice starts with material preparation.
While paying strict attention to material conditions does not guarantee a business will be suc-
cessful, there is a much greater chance of making a salable product. There are several important
materials conditions.
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Consistency: Plastics equipment is sophisticated. As a rule, for consistent outputs, you
need consistent inputs. A plastic extruder is not like a cement mixer, where if you have 10%
more aggregate in this batch than in the last one, nobody will notice. Consistency relates not only
to the amount of various composite ingredients, but to cleanliness, physical form, moisture con-
tent, and other issues. For instance, if you have developed a composite process around a particu-
lar plastic waste stream, such as densified post-industrial LDPE film scrap, that’s what will run
best. HDPE film scrap or LDPE scrap from injection molded parts will not work the same. In
fact, they may not work at all.

It is also important that the recycled materials are consistent both throughout the lot and
from lot to lot. Often one truckload of recycled material is different from the next. The beginning
of the truckload is sometimes different from the end. Sometimes one box or bag of material is
significantly different from the one right next to it. All of these inconsistencies make composite
production difficult.

Cleanliness of Plastic: Post-consumer plastics are contaminated with every imaginable
thing. Cleaning them is a big chore, best left to specialists. The successful composite manufac-
turer should concentrate on finding a clean material source from a broker or primary plastic re-
cycler. Experience has shown that the penny a pound saved by vertically integrating and cleaning
your own plastic is best spent on clean materials until the composite facility is profitable.

Recycled plastics for composites should be free of any non-plastic contaminant, save one.
Some composites can tolerate a small amount of paper waste from labels, as long as the amount
is very consistent. The fiber in the paper labels may make a bona fide contribution to composite
performance, just as the wood fiber or flour will. Again, the key is consistency. If the label con-
tent is 5% to 8%, the process can be built around that amount. If the fiber amount varies widely,
say 0% to 10%, it will be difficult to accommodate the variability.

Physical Form of the Plastic: In general, the smaller and more uniform the particle size of
the individual pieces of recycled plastic, the better. Small consistent materials feed, blend, and
process better than irregular pieces. Few things are more frustrating than working with an ir-
regular feedstock that will not feed consistently. The best and most expensive option is material
that has been melted in an extruder and repelletized. These materials are often melt filtered
(forced through a filter screen after melting and before pelletizing) so the contamination level is
very low. These materials are the most expensive, but they are also the most consistent and
clean.

Regrind is the next best option. To make regrind, solid plastics, say margarine tubs, are
run through a granulator. A granulator has a rotary knife that cuts the tub into small enough
pieces so the granules will pass through holes in a screen and exit the machine. Most regrind is
granulated so that it passes through a 3/8” screen. A 5/16” or 1/4” screen is even better, but
smaller screens slow the throughput of the granulator, and therefore increase the cost.

Densified film, often call “densified”, “dense-only” or “zerglos” (when the film is dens i-
fied in a piece of equipment called a “zerglomat”) is another option. The densified film particle
will vary greatly in size from dust to 3/4”. Densifying film is usually a preliminary step to pel-
letizing. Densified film can be used for composite production if the densifyer keeps the particle
size relatively consistent. Consistency can be improved by passing the densified material through
a granulator as described above.
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Cleanliness of the Wood: The wood source must be free of any non-wood contaminants
like nails or dirt. Small amounts of glue, paint, or laminates from cabinet shops can generally be
tolerated, so long as the total amount does not exceed 5%. These contaminants often affect ap-
pearance more than performance. Like the plastic, processing the wood for composite production
is best left to specialists. Vertical integration should wait until the composite plant is profitable.

Physical Form of the Wood: Two main options exist, wood flour and wood fiber. Wood
flour is much more widely available than wood fiber and is reportedly cheaper. Wood flour is
also relatively free flowing and is much easier to feed and handle and than wood fiber. Wood
fiber, however, gives somewhat better performance. While many products made today use wood
flour, demanding applications may require the enhanced performance characteristics contributed
by wood fiber. Research is needed to develop even more superior performing configurations of
the wood fiber (see Section VIII on research needs).

Particle Size of Wood Flour: Wood flour is available in many sizes, from 20 mesh
(coarse) to 400 mesh (extra fine), with 40 mesh being the most common. In general, the finer the
grind, the more it costs. The finer grinds give slightly better stiffness; the coarser grinds give
slightly better impact performance. For most applications, 40 mesh wood flour gives a satisfac-
tory blend of price, performance, and ease of processing (see Table 16).

Table 16: Effects of Pine Wood Flour Particle Size on Performance of
Wood-filled Polypropylene Composites

MESH SIZE NOTCHED IZOD
IMPACT (J/M)

TENSILE
STRENGTH
(MPA)

BENDING
STIFFNESS
(GPA)

20 27 23.3 2.98
40 21 24.4 3.10
80 19 24.8 3.12
120 17 24.2 2.84

Source: Stark, N.; Berger, M. Effect of Particle Size on Properties of Wood-Flour Reinforced Polypropylene Co m-
posite. Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Woodfiber-Plastic Composites. Published by the For-
est Products Society, Madison, Wisconsin, 1997.

Moisture Content of the Wood: As a rule, plastics equipment has a near-zero tolerance
for moisture. What is very dry to someone with a wood background is very wet to someone with
a plastics background. Somewhere along the line almost all of the moisture must be removed
from the wood before quality composites can be made. This can be done at several places during
the process, but here again, consistent inputs help make the outputs consistent. Ideally, starting
moisture content should be 5% to 8% or less.

Species of the Wood: Wood species has some effect on composite processing and per-
formance, but the differences are small. Research has shown that ponderosa pine, a common
species used extensively in window and door manufacture and routinely made into wood flour, is
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a good overall performer. Other species, such as maple, oak, and many other hardwoods and
softwoods can be successfully used. Mixed species also work. It is very practical to make the
composite around the wood species that is readily available at the least cost. Once a process has
been built around a species mix, however, that mix should stay constant (see Table 17).

Table 17: Effects of Wood Species on Performance of
Wood-filled Polypropylene Composites

SPECIES NOTCHED IZOD
IMPACT (J/M)

TENSILE
STRENGTH
(MPA)

BENDING
STIFFNESS
(GPA)

Ponderosa
Pine

20.8 25.5 3.22

Loblolly Pine 13.7 21.43 2.84
Maple 16.5 25.55 3.23
Oak 18.6 25.18 3.39
Source: Berger, M.; Stark, N. Investigations of Species Effects in an Injection Molding Grade Wood-filled Polypro-
pylene. Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Woodfiber Plastic Composites. Published by the For-
est Products Society, Madison, Wisconsin, 1997.

5. Composite Production

Wood-plastic composites can be made in any number of ways, but most often use plastics
equipment. Over the years, many patents have been issued covering various aspects of composite
production. Some of these patents have legitimate value; many do not. Anyone considering
wood-plastic composite manufacturing should conduct a thorough patent and technology search.

Consultants and engineering firms can help with material, process, and equipment selec-
tions. Licenses to manufacture already-developed products can be purchased. Companies offer-
ing licenses provide technical support and start-up assistance. If materials and products are al-
ready determined, equipment manufacturers can deliver turnkey systems to make the product.
What follows is an overview of how most wood-plastic composites are made.

Compounding: Almost all wood-plastic composite production relies on a compounding
step somewhere in the process (sometimes called “melt-blending”). Simply put, compounding
involves melting the plastic and blending in the wood. In a properly compounded plastic, the in-
dividual wood particles (flour or fiber) are thoroughly mixed throughout a continuous plastic
matrix. Each individual wood particle should be completely encapsulated by plastic with no fi-
ber-to-fiber contact.

Compounding incorporates four steps:

1.  melting the plastic
2.  thoroughly blending the wood particles throughout the molten plastic
3.  removing most or all of the moisture
4.  converting the molten wood-plastic mixture into a useable form.

While batch systems are used on a limited basis, most compounding is conducted in a
continuously fed compounding extruder specially built for the task. Compounding extruders rely
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on consistent inputs to make consistent products. Simple volumetric feeders are not precise
enough.

Materials are fed into compounding extruders via “loss-in-weight” feeders, also known as
“gravimetric” feeders. Loss-in-weight feeders are essentially volumetric feeders set on a scale.
Both the feeder and the scale are connected to a computer. The computer monitors the weight
rate loss (hence “loss-in-weight”) of the material in the feeder hopper and continually adjusts the
feeder speed to maintain consistent feed rates. The computer also automatically accommodates
refilling of the feeder. These types of feeders are widely available from a number of manufactur-
ers.

Separate feeders are needed for the plastic, the wood, and any other additives. Small
feeders cost $5,000 to $10,000 and large ones can cost more than $30,000. Most turnkey systems
will connect all the feeders, the extruder, and any other ancillary equipment to a common inte-
grated control panel.

Because wood flour or fiber is a low bulk density material, an extra feeder is used to
force it into the extruder. These feeders are known as a “crammer” or “side-stuffer,” depending
on its location on the compounding extruder. Crammers and side-stuffers rely on a loss-in-weight
feeder to accurately meter material to them.

In some compounding extruders, the plastic and wood are fed simultaneously into the
extruder feed throat. In others, the wood is fed down stream after the plastic has been melted. In
either case, after the plastic has been melted and the wood thoroughly mixed in, moisture re-
moval can take place. This is done by placing a portion of the extruder under vacuum pressure.
Moisture bubbles to the surface of the molten wood-filled plastic mixture and is removed by a
vacuum pump. After mixing and moisture removal, the compound can be pumped through a
pellet die for pelletizing or through an extrusion die to make a profile or sheet (direct extrusion).

Compounding for Pellets: There are design limitations in any device, and compounding
extruders are no exception. Those that work very well for moisture removal usually can’t pump
with sufficient force or uniformity to make a profile. These extruders are used to make pellets
and can usually handle higher levels of moisture, sometimes up to 8%. Most commercial wood
flour is already less than 8% moisture.

To make pellets, a pelletizing die is placed at the end of the compounding extruder. The
die is simply a plate with a multitude of small holes through which the compound passes to form
strands. The strands can be cut right at the die face (hot face pelletizing), and then cooled, or run
out and cooled in a water trough before cutting to length in a pelletizer.

Pellets can be processed by almost any plastics processor, and  can be used for injection
molding, sheet extrusion, or profile extrusion. A typical turnkey pellet compounding line with a
capacity of 1,000 to 2,000 lbs./hour will cost $600,000 to over $1,000,000 installed. For large
volume extrusion jobs, it is sometimes more cost-effective to combine compounding and extru-
sion into direct extrusion.

Direct Extrusion: Compounding extruders that pump well enough to make consistent
sheet or profiles are usually not good at moisture removal. The wood going into these systems
must be pre-dried to around 2% moisture content or less. This can be accomplished in different
ways, and the equipment and know-how is readily available from a variety of equipment manu-
facturers.
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Direct extrusion is normally reserved for high volume, relatively low cost items like
wood-filled plastic lumber and sheet goods for automotive interior substrates. By sales volume
and poundage, direct extrusion is the most popular way to produce wood-plastic composite prod-
ucts. A turnkey system for direct extrusion might cost $400,000 to $800,000 depending on the
size of the profile and whether or not a dryer is needed.

It should be noted that compounding extruders differ greatly from extruders used to make
profiles or sheet goods from unfilled plastics. Regular extruders have neither the mixing capacity
nor the moisture removing capability to adequately handle wood. Some composite manufacturers
have modified this type of extruder through significant reengineering and expense. It is usually
more cost and time effective to start out with the right equipment.

6. Availability of Technology

 Commercialization of a new product takes time. There is typically a 20-year interval be-
tween invention and widespread adoption of most new materials. Although some wood-plastic
composite products such as the Werzalet products have been produced for many years, the tech-
nologies involved are still being enhanced and developed.

Leaders in development of the technology include only a handful of companies such as
Strandex Corporation of Madison, Wisconsin; Andersen Corporation of Bayport, Minnesota;
Trex Co. of Winchester, Virginia; and a few other producers of composites. Sorbilite of Virginia
Beach, Virginia, produces press equipment that can be used to produce composites and has also
developed the related compression molding technology to handle recycling materials, which it
will share with its customers (see Appendix K).

Strandex, which employs extrusion technology, licenses the technology to other organi-
zations. Note that many of the current producers of composites reviewed previously employed
the Strandex process. Strandex charges a license fee of about $500,000 for which licensees are
provided with the necessary technology and technical support. Information on the Strandex proc-
ess and products is included in Appendix L.

Other organizations such as Andersen Corporation may be offering licenses. The U.S.
Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, is also known to be working with companies
on product development and is probably the premiere public institution offering information and
conducting research with composites.

7. Efforts to Improve Products

As mentioned in Section V.2, contrary to popular belief, the deterioration of wood-plastic
lumber because of the fungal action of wood-destroying agents has been a problem, particularly
in the more tropical areas of the United States, such as Florida. Currently, the composite materi-
als are also flammable and exhibit strength, thermal, creep, and stiffness characteristics that limit
their application. Further, deterioration of the composites over time because of exposure to ultra-
violet light has been reported. These problems have produced challenges that will require re-
search and product development to overcome.

A representative of a major wholesaler of composite decking products indicated that most
of the major producers are seeking ways to improve the strength properties of their wood-plastic
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decking products. As mentioned previously, most of the wood-thermoplastic composite products
produced today use a mixture of plastic and wood flour.

The wood flour has a predictable consistency and, although its moisture content must be
fairly tightly controlled, it can be extruded successfully in combination with the plastic compo-
nent of the composite. It is usually much less expensive than the plastic material, so its use as an
extender often makes economic sense. Sometimes, however, the additional cost of compounding
or mixing reportedly offsets this apparent advantage. However, increasing the wood content en-
hances many of the performance characteristics of the product such as reduced thermal linear
expansion, reduced weight, and reduced abrasive characteristics compared with inorganic fillers
and it sometimes enhances appearance.

The use of wood flour does have disadvantages. First, the production of wood flour re-
quires considerable energy to reduce (hammer) the wood particles into flour. A wood flour pro-
ducing company interviewed indicated that its electrical cost to operate its hammermills was a
major cost of operation. Second, when a wood particle is reduced in size to flour, it loses most of
the inherent strength characteristics of wood. One way to increase strength of wood-
thermoplastic composites is to use fiberized wood rather than smaller wood particles such as
planer shavings or wood flour. Because of the increased length and geometry of the fiberized
wood particle, and its tendency to form an integrated mat, it imparts more of the desirable engi-
neering properties of the original wood material to the composite.

8. Composite Products and Technologies Developed by Dr. Alan Marra

Dr. Alan Marra, Professor Emeritus of the Wood Technology Program at the University
of Massachusetts of Amherst, Massachusetts, has led the research in the use and benefits of fi-
berized wood in composite products (see Appendix M).

Dr. Marra’s research has primarily used foaming resins in combination with wood fiber
strands to produce a wide range of potential products including office partitions, fruit boxes, and
building products. One of his patented products called “Xylofoam” does not require external heat
to cure and can be produced with relatively little capital investment. The key to his system is the
wood fiber cut from roundwood or other wood residues by pushing the side of the material
against the face of a rotating disk. The disk has cutters inserted into its face that sever the fibers
from the side of the bolt in the lengthwise direction. The fibers are then layered together through
a felting process, mixed with a foaming resin, and molded or covered with laminating materials
(e.g., textile fiber in the production of office partitions). The strength properties of the composite
are determined in part by the pressure applied in the manufacturing process. Products can range
from low density for products such as packaging or insulating materials, to high density panel
products. Products can be molded or flat and can be laminated with textile or other covering
material.

A unique component of Dr. Marra’s manufacturing process is possible employment of
independent fiber producers who would produce the fibers by processing the wood bolts at their
own woodlots or farms using the relatively simple rotating disc cutters. Thus, just as hay is pro-
duced and sold by local farmers, owners of woodlots could use forest thinnings to generate in-
come and, at the same time, improve the management of their forests. An important characteris-
tic of Dr. Marra's process is that it can accept a wide variety of wood species and thus could
accommodate the mix of materials produced from typical forest harvesting operations. And, for
some products, some bark is acceptable. Revenue received from his proposed fiber products
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could provide the needed economic incentive to stimulate the removal from the forest of the vast
amount of underused or low quality wood that currently inhibit good forest management on
many woodlands.
 

Dr. Marra has a range of possible technologies to produce products such as:

• oil spill pick up rolls,
• box shook,
• automobile interiors,
• office dividers,
• high strength beams and cross ties,
• abrasion resistant countertops and products,
• resonated hydraulic cement for use as a building material where resistance to fire and

termites is needed,
• door cores,
• specially designed building blocks that interlock in all directions forming rectangular

or circular structures,
• erosion control blankets, and
• baled wood fiber for animal bedding, packaging, and landscape mulch.

The possibility exists of using recycled plastic and waste wood from C & D and forest
sources in some of the above mentioned composite products. Additionally, wood-thermoplastic
products themselves could be recyclable.

VII. BARRIERS TO MARKET AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

 1. Barriers to Marketing Wood-plastic Composites

Product Pull vs. Material Push: In general, businesses that are successful in the wood-
plastics composites business today make specific products, and look at wood-plastic composites
as a way to make them. Conversely, businesses with large amounts of scrap material that get into
the business to force an end-use for their material on to the market have a much smaller chance
of success. The focus must be on the product. What is the most effective way to produce the
product and are wood-plastic composites an option? If so, which of the many raw material op-
tions are best? The answers to these questions vary greatly and depend on performance criteria,
cost, and availability.

Negative Image of Recycling: Wood-plastic composites fight the same battles that most
products made from recycled materials fight. Purchasing agents think they should be cheap.
Consumers have negative expectations and expect that products made from recycled materials
will not perform as well as products made using virgin materials.

Producing quality composites requires high capital expense, thorough material prepara-
tion, and a commitment to making a quality product. While not expensive, wood-plastic com-
posite materials are not cheap either. They cost about the same as similar products made from
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virgin materials. Sometimes they cost more than the materials they are replacing, and their per-
formance improvements must justify the higher cost.

Promoting Performance: A good example of the performance justifying the extra cost is
one of the first wood-plastic composite materials, Woodstock. Woodstock was developed to re-
place low-cost fiberboard interior components for Fiat in Italy. To manufacture the components,
sheets of hardboard where cut to size and wrapped with vinyl or cloth. The fiberboard warped
and rapidly deteriorated if wet. Woodstock did not fail when wet, because all of the wood was
encapsulated by plastic. In addition, Woodstock was easier to form than hardboard, and more
complex and interesting automotive interiors could be made.

 Promoting Appearance: Manufacturers of consumer goods often omit information about
recycled content in the marketing materials and promote the material on its appearance and other
characteristics. Wood-filled polypropylene flour pots and planters can be found in many home
and garden centers. The words “wood” or “recycled” are not found on the labels or display
graphics. Instead, they are marketed for being lightweight in addition to their “stoneware” or
“terra-cotta” appearance.

Reluctance to Change: For a company to adopt wood-plastic composites as part of their
product mix requires substantial change. There must be significant motivation for a company to
reengineer their product for composites. A good example is the hot tub and spa market. Private
hot tubs are relatively new consumer products, first sold by Jacuzzi in California in the 1970s.
Solid sawn redwood or cedar boards are typically used to make a case for these products. Solid
wood needs yearly maintenance, and can split, warp, and splinter. High quality redwood and ce-
dar boards are becoming increasing difficult to find and hence are quite expensive. A wood-
plastic composite can sometimes be made with superior performance at lower cost. Still, many
other issues have to be addressed.

First, are there long-term commitments/contracts with the redwood and cedar suppliers?
Second, what kind of changes will the composite bring to manufacturing the spa? Can the same
tools, jigs, and fixtures be used as for solid wood? Will the assemblers need new training? Third,
how does the composite perform over time? Most spas have a five to seven year warranty. Will
the composite satisfactorily perform that long? Fourth, are there differences in installation?
Wood-plastic composites are heavier than solid wood. Will extra personnel be needed to carry
the spa onto a deck? Can the composite be repaired in the field if it is damaged during installa-
tion or use? Fifth, is the supplier of the composite reputable? Is he/she ISO certified? What gua r-
antees or warranties does the composite manufacturer make to the spa manufacturer?

2. Cost and Technical Barriers

Today, recycled thermoplastics are often nearly as expensive as their virgin counterparts,
which limits incentives to use recycled materials. One way to reduce costs is to minimize the
amount of sorting necessary by identifying waste streams that have concentrated quantities of the
desired thermoplastic, such as post-industrial sources of targeted single formulation thermoplas-
tics. Note however, that a recent development in composite technology by the Sorbilite Company
of Virginia Beach, Virginia (see Appendix K) may bring some additional answers to this prob-
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lem. Sorbilite reportedly has developed a compression molding process that can accommodate
mixed plastics, even those with different melt points. Melt points, however, should be in the
range of 180 degrees Celsius or less. Plastics with higher melt points can be incorporated in the
mix, but then they function primarily as filler materials.

Acceptable plastics include polystyrene (packing material), some forms of polypropylene
(automobile battery cases or ketchup bottles), and polyethylene (milk bottles). Polyethylene ter-
ephthalate (beverage bottles) is reportedly not acceptable in the Sorbilite process because of its
high melt point.

Also, the literature suggests that another factor limiting the use of some plastics has been
the need to avoid undesirable thermoplastic products (8). Post-consumer recycled plastics can be
contaminated with leftover product contained in bottles and with metal. While the recycled pla s-
tics can often be cleaned, this adds to their cost.

Further, since wood-plastic composites are not immune to fire, the resulting smoke may
be cause for concern if the polymer in the composite is PVC, which has recently come under fire
by environmental groups because it releases chlorinated organic compounds when burned. Again
however, the Sorbilite Company claims that its process can accommodate even contaminated
polymers. (Sorbilite does not use PVC.) At the time of this investigation, Sorbilite did not have
an installation in the United States that was producing Plastron (Sorbilite’s product from recy-
cled plastic and wood), but it does have an installation in India and a number of installations
pending.

Sorbilite’s compression molding process is limited to a maximum product thickness of
about one inch, which limits potential applications. Its target market is molded panel furniture
products. However, because this process apparently holds so much potential for the use of a
broad range of wood wastes and plastics, an article on its manufacture, as well as other data on
its manufacturing process, are included in Appendix K.

VIII. RESEARCH NEEDS

There are multitudes of research needs relative to wood-plastic composite products. Some
of these stem from the need to develop products from recycled materials to extend our wood re-
sources and to reduce the quantity of materials ending up in landfills. Also, products and utiliza-
tion research are critical elements in sustainable forestry. Currently underused wood species are
filling up our forests and inhibiting the practice of good forestry. Products that can be made from
these underused materials and their related markets must be identified and developed in order to
stimulate the economical removal of these materials from the forest. Product development in-
volves understanding of the production and raw material factors and their interrelationships,
which influence the ultimate performance characteristics of the product. Many research needs
have come to light as a result of this project, including the investigation of the following:

1) Product cost assessment for low-investment composite manufacturing systems

2) In-depth assessments of the markets for alternative products

3) Development of business plans for products/businesses

4) Ways to improve the extruding/production ability of composites that use long fiber
strands rather than wood flour particles
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5) Relationship between performance properties of composite products and the ge-
ometry/size/species relationship of the wood particle

6) Moisture content and drying technology

7) Documentation and enhancement of water resistance, UV resistance, and color sta-
bility of composites

8) Methods of fiberizing wood (hammermill, disc cutters, flakers) and evaluation of
economics and technology for various methods

9) Alternative methods of matting or otherwise preparing wood materials prior to
pressing, extruding, or molding, including possible application of needle felting
technology and multilayering with other materials or particle sizes

10) Technologies which would allow a wider range of recycled plastics to be combined
with wood considering:

- wood-plastic-moisture relationships and problems

- ways to reduce the possible cellulosic degradation of the wood materials due
to the high heat required to melt some plastic materials in the composite's
manufacturing process. Chemical companies need to develop stabilizers for
elevated temperatures and longer dwell times (especially important for mold-
ing larger parts such as pallets).

11) Better understand internal and external lubricants and their cost/benefit relation-
ships

12) Ways to improve the decay resistance, fire retardancy, strength and other physical
properties of wood-plastic lumber and related costs

13) Technologies to produce wood-plastic pellets or other feedstocks that use fiberized
wood in combination with recycled plastics

14) Development of more effective blowing agents to reduce part weight and cost

15) Development of performance criteria or standards for wood-filled plastics to find
broader use in consumer goods like home electronics

16) Assessment and improvement of VOC’s and emission properties

17) Better characterization of long-term structural performance in construction, espe-
cially long-term creep (deformation or displacement under load). This data is espe-
cially important for building code approval, and architectural design considerations.

18) Understand the chemistry of improving:

- the interfacial adhesion of the wood-thermoplastic composites including the
compatibility of wood fiber which is polar with some non-polar thermoplas-
tics, considering both technical and economic factors (note: one existing tech-
nology uses small amounts of thermosetting resins to improve product prop-
erties)

- the polymer matrix
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- development of economical collection, sorting, and cleaning systems for post-
consumer plastics and wood products

This effort most likely should be coordinated by the Department of Plastics Engineering
at the University of Massachusetts Lowell, working in cooperation with the Forest and Wood
Products Institute. Participation of the Chelsea Center relative to the use of recycled materials
also would be important.
 Efforts are currently underway to begin a wood-plastic composite laboratory in conjunc-
tion with a proposed integrated biomass utilization and research facility. The facility would be
operated in conjunction with the Forest and Wood Products Institute at Mount Wachusett Com-
munity College. Besides the wood-plastic composite laboratory, the facility would include an
experimental sawmill and a secondary wood products manufacturing facility to produce furniture
panels and other products from underused wood species and sawmill residues for applied re-
search and demonstration purposes.

 Umass Lowell's participation in the composites laboratory would open the possibility of
grant funding for both wood and plastic doctoral and post-doctoral graduate student involvement
in the project. Project guidance by the scientists of Umass Lowell who possess the required re-
search and technical expertise in composite technology would enhance the viability of the proj-
ect. Government, educational institutions, and industries need to form partnerships to maximize
research and development, leverage funding, and facilitate technology transfer.

IX. REPORT OF A LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

The following section reports on a laboratory experiment conducted by Dr. Robert Mal-
loy and Siddharth Shroff of the University of Massachusetts Lowell, Department of Plastics En-
gineering. This research presents differences in using polyolefins versus polyesters in wood-
thermoplastic composites. Due to the difficulties of using PET is such applications, a lamination
process is proposed.

1. Introduction

There have been many studies conducted on the use of wood fiber as a reinforcement for
both virgin and reinforced thermoplastics (see research briefs in Appendix N). Wood fiber-
thermoplastic composites can be durable, stiff, and economical. Wood fiber offers significant
economic advantages compared to other reinforcements such as glass fiber. However, there are a
number of potential issues that must be addressed for wood fiber thermoplastic composites.

The cost of incorporating or compounding the wood fiber into the thermoplastic can be
significant, as intensive melt compounding (e.g., twin screw extrusion, etc.) is usually required.
As with any compound, good dispersion of the additive is required if optimum properties are to
be obtained. It is difficult to obtain the required level of dispersion using lower cost single screw
extrusion equipment when producing wood fiber-thermoplastic composites. Unlike glass fiber,
wood fiber must also be predried prior to melt compounding in order to remove as much mois-
ture as possible, as most wood species are very hygroscopic.

Another significant problem associated with the use of wood fiber is limited adhesion to
the thermoplastic matrix. Composite theory dictates that some degree of adhesion is required
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between the reinforcing fiber and thermoplastic matrix. As with glass fiber reinforcements, the
adhesion between most polymer matrices and the reinforcing wood fiber is limited. Many studies
have shown that pretreating the wood fiber with a coupling agent (as is done with glass fibers)
prior to melt compounding will improve stress transfer between the wood fiber and thermoplas-
tic. Alternatively, other studies have shown that a third material component (such as a compati-
bilizer) can be added with the wood fiber and thermoplastic in order to enhance the performance
of the composite. The latter technique is significantly easier as no additional material processing
steps are required; however, this method maybe less effective relative to fiber pre-treatment with
a coupling agent.

Another very significant problem associated with wood fiber-thermoplastic composites is
the very limited thermal stability of most wood fibers. Unlike glass fibers, which are stable to
temperatures in excess of 1000 degrees F, well above the processing temperature of any thermo-
plastic or thermosetting material, wood fibers show signs of degradation (smoke, odor, darkening
color, etc.) at the processing temperatures of many thermoplastics. A review of the literature (see
Appendix N) has shown that the widely used thermoplastic resins for wood fiber-thermoplastic
composites are lower processing temperature materials such as low density polyethylene (LDPE
or LLDPE), high density polyethylene (HDPE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
and polystyrene (PS). All of these thermoplastics process at temperatures in the 350-400 degrees
F range.

Using these lower melting point resins, it is possible to produce wood fiber-thermoplastic
composites (such as wood fiber-HDPE) with good toughness, but of limited stiffness. Limited
stiffness and perhaps more importantly, limited creep resistance (long-term stiffness) is one of
the most significant problems associated with wood fiber-thermoplastic composites. This is be-
cause most of the lower melting temperature thermoplastics have limited stiffness, are brittle,
and tend to become even more brittle when wood fiber is added.

2. Wood Fiber-Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) Composites

The purpose of this experimental study was to explore the use of recycled PET (reground
and cleaned beverage bottle flake) as the thermoplastic binder for a wood fiber composite. Recy-
cled PET is widely available and has excellent stiffness and creep resistance relative to the
polyolefin binders more commonly used for wood composites. PET is also very polar and should
exhibit a significantly better degree of binding with the cellulosic wood fibers compared with
polyolefins. Unfortunately, PET has a melt processing temperature in the 500 to 550 degrees F
(260-288 degrees C) range, well above that of the polyolefin (PE or PP) binders more commonly
used for wood fiber-thermoplastic composites. Conventional wood fiber composites based on
HDPE and PP were prepared for control purposes.

Several wood fiber-plastic compounds were prepared using (1) recycled fractional melt
index HDPE, (2) recycled injection molding grade PP homopolymer, and (3) PET, as the bind-
ers. Two grades of untreated wood fiber (short and long fiber) were used as the reinforcement at
a concentration of 30%. The polyolefin formulations were prepared as conventional control fo r-
mulations. The primary purpose of the study was to determine if it is feasible to prepare a wood-
fiber reinforced PET composite.

Conventional twin screw melt compounding of such a composite is not possible because
of the very high melting temperature of the PET (resulting in excessive wood degradation). As a
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result, an electrically heated two roll mill was used to prepare the composites. Using this melt
compounding method, the residence times of each material (wood and plastic) can be independ-
ently controlled as the wood fiber is added to the roll mill after the polymer is fully melted.
Roll temperatures for the polyolefin formulations were in the 180 to 210 degrees C range, while
those for the PET were 260 degrees C. The wood fiber was dried for a minimum of 12 hours
prior to compounding. The PET was also predried. After roll mill compounding, the com-
pounded formulations were then compression molded to produce plaques for flexural testing in
accordance with the ASTM D790 test protocol. A summary of the test results follows:

PP + 30% Short Fiber Wood Flexural Modulus = 1100 MPa
PP + 30% Long Fiber Wood Flexural Modulus = 1300 MPa

HDPE + 30% Short Fiber Wood Flexural Modulus = 1000 MPa
HDPE + 30% Short Fiber Wood Flexural Modulus = 1100 MPa

When the PET-wood fiber composites were produced, there was significant degradation
of the wood during the several minutes of mixing and compression molding time. Too much time
at the elevated PET processing temperatures caused a number of gassing, void formation, color
change, and brittleness problems. All of the PET-wood samples were extremely brittle. The
method used to prepare the polymer-wood composites was appropriate for the polyolefin resins,
but not the PET binder.

Figure 2: Schematic of Extrusion Laminating Process for
Recycled PET-Wood Fiber Mat Laminate Structure

An evaluation of a PET-wood fiber composites manufacturing method as depicted sche-
matically in Figure 2 is proposed. A lamination process of this type would minimize the thermal
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history of the wood fiber. A wood fiber mat (such as a needlepunched mat) would be fed be-
tween two melted PET sheet extrudates. The extrudates would be compressed, forcing the PET
into the open area of the wood mat. The wood would be exposed to high temperature for only a
few seconds. A downward extrusion process would be most appropriate because of the very low
melt viscosity of the PET. The process would produce sheet products that would be cut or even
formed in a thermoforming process. This process may also have applications with other types of
recycled thermoplastics binders, including mixed plastic formulations.

X. STRATEGIES FOR MARKET AND COMPOSITE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
IN MASSACHUSETTS

1. General Strategy

In seeking candidates to manufacture wood-plastic composite products in Massachusetts,
a number of possible approaches exist:

- Contact manufacturers of products that currently use wood flour as a filler for plas-
tic products. Promote the improvements in physical properties and manufacturing
economics that can be achieved when more coarse wood fiber is used in composite
products as proposed by Dr. Alan Marra (see Section VI.8).

- Contact current manufacturers of wood-plastic composites to assess their interest in
locating a plant in Massachusetts. In order to reduce transportation costs and better
serve the highly populated northeastern region of the United States, companies
might be interested in establishing a plant.

- Help manufacturers interested in possibly locating within Massachusetts to receive
maximum assistance from the state via tax incentives, etc.

- Advertise the benefits of locating in Massachusetts through attendance at trade
shows, magazine advertisements, etc.

- Target manufacturers of plastic products that in the past had been primarily manu-
factured from wood such as shoe components, tool handles, school and garden fur-
niture, shelving, clothes hangers, and paint brush handles. Review the economics of
using wood combined with recycled plastic. Contact manufacturers of these prod-
ucts that are using thermosetting resins and wood flour.

- Target large markets for products with the following characteristics:

- high value
- structural
- durable
- recyclable

- Provide product development assistance to companies interested in developing
wood-plastic composite products.

- Contact manufacturers of plastic products that might reduce their high resin costs
by replacing some of the resin with lower cost wood fiber products and recycled
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plastics, while improving the thermal stability and strength characteristics of their
product. (Note: it is the opinion of the authors of this report that many producers of
plastic products have not considered the benefits of replacing some of their plastic
resin with wood particles.)

- Contact current compounders and recyclers of plastic and wood products.

- Obtain the advice of scientists and product development personnel at the U.S. For-
est Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin.

2. Specific Product Recommendations for Massachusetts

Based on the data presented previously in this report, we will now examine specific
product areas and comment on their appropriateness for a business start-up in Massachusetts.
Please also refer to the data presented earlier in Table 14: Current Uses for Wood-plastic Com-
posites, Companies Involved, and Estimated Sales.

Automotive Components: Not Recommended: Automotive components are best left to the
automotive industry. The approval procedure is incredibly rigorous. Start-ups have almost no
chance of breaking into the established chain of approved suppliers. Typical product develop-
ment lead times are three to five years, a long time for a start-up to forgo cash flow. In addition,
wood-plastic composite growth in the automotive area is flat.

Consumer Goods and Housewares: Not Recommended: Marketing and selling consumer goods
and housewares are completely different issues than making products from recycled materials.
Consumer goods and housewares manufacturers using composites do not market them as recy-
cled, but use the composites for some particular attribute (usually appearance) to help different i-
ate their products in this crowded market.

Windows and Doors: Not Recommended: While many window and door manufacturers are
taking advantage of the performance attributes of composite materials, like consumer goods and
housewares described above, selling and marketing these products are a completely different set
of issues than making a composite product. The rigorous testing and code approvals needed for
windows and doors would prevent all but the most robustly funded start-ups from entry.

Compounding: Recommended: Supplying specialty compounds to makers of finished goods is
experiencing modest growth. Some of the aforementioned products are made from compounds.
Compounding will be discussed more in-depth in the following section.

Products and Technology Developed by Dr. Alan Marra: Recommended: Dr. Marra has deve l-
oped technology for producing a broad range of products as previously described. In some cases,
additional investigation is necessary to assess manufacturing economics and gather additional
market information. The potential impact of his technology on the sustained use of our forest re-
sources, related opportunities to enhance rural employment, and the economic impact of using
his low-investment technology warrant pursuit (see Section VI.8 and Appendix M).
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Composite Decking: Recommended: Of all of the markets using composites, composite decking
is experiencing the greatest growth. While these products need to undergo rigorous testing for
code approval, it may be within the realm of a well-funded start-up. Composite decking will be
discussed more in-depth in the next section.

A. Compounding

Compounding consists of melting plastic, blending in the filler material, pelletizing the mol-
ten mixture, and cooling and packaging the pelletized composite. Other manufacturers convert
the pelletized composite into finished goods using conventional plastics equipment. Users of
compounds include the manufacturers of consumer good and housewares, windows and doors,
automotive products, and some construction products. Some of the compound users purchase
standard products from specialists in this area. Others have worked with these specialists to de-
velop formulations specific to their application. Still others make use of compounds developed
by non-specialists.

i. Compounding Competition
There are currently two specialists in wood-filled plastic compounds, Natural Fiber Com-

posites and North Wood Plastics.
Natural Fiber Composites: Started in 1996, NFC has one compounding line with an an-

nual capacity of about 8 million pounds. They use a compounding line supplied by Davis Stan-
dard with a water cooling system to cool the pelletized feedstock. Because their compounds pick
up water during the cooling step, NFC also has a large capacity dryer to remove the moisture
from the pelletized compounds before packaging. NFC supplies many of the consumer goods
and housewares users with wood-filled PP compounds. NFC also supplies some wood-filled PS
to the window industry. They are a leader in competitively priced products in the wood-filled
plastic compounding industry and are located in Baraboo, Wisconsin.

North Wood Plastics: Started in 1997, NWP has a compounding line supplied by ICMA,
an Italian equipment manufacturer with a long history of wood-filled plastic experience (ICMA
co-developed Woodstock). Their annual capacity is similar to Natural Fiber Composites. NWP’s
pelletizing system uses air to cool the pellets and additional drying is not needed before packag-
ing. NWP supplies most of the high-tech applications for compounding, like hot tub siding,
automotive interior substrates, and window and door lineals. Their technical skill in formulation
development, and overall experience make them a worthy competitor. North Wood Plastics is
located in Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Others: At least one other conventional compounder also offers wood-filled plastic com-
pounds to supplement their mineral and glass filled compound lines. Hi-Tech Plastics in Hebron,
Kentucky, offers a line of wood flour-filled PP, PE, and PS. Two other companies that are in a
start-up or R&D phase are Global Resource Technologies, in Madison, Wisconsin, and Pinnacle
Technologies in Lawrence, Kansas.
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ii. Compounding Manufacturing Costs
Processing Cost:  A typical turnkey pellet compounding line with a capacity of 1,000 to

2000 lbs./hr will cost $600,000 to over $1,000,000 installed. At these prices, processing costs
will be 10 to 15 cents per pound of finished compound. For our purposes, we will use 12.5 cents
for compounding costs.

Material Cost: Recycled plastics suitable for compounding will vary between 12 and 25
cents/lb., with a typical cost of 18 cents. Wood flour suitable for compounding will vary between
4 and 12 cents/lb. with a typical cost of 8 cents.

Packaging Cost: Compounds are typically packaged in gaylord boxes or tote bins on pal-
lets. The gaylords will hold 800 to 1,600 pounds of pellets depending on gaylord size and pellet
bulk density. A typical new quality pallet will cost $10 and a new gaylord $20 to $40, adding 3
to 4 cents per pound to the finished compound. To help offset these costs, serviceable gaylords
and pallets used to deliver plastic to the compounder are typically reused. Because composite
packaging is normally a mix of new and used gaylords and pallets, we will assign an additional
cost of 2 cents/lb. to cover packaging.

Table 18 describes costs that vary according to plastic prices. Table 19 describes com-
pound costs based on varying the wood prices.

Table 18: Cost to Produce One Lb. of Compound (50% Wood/50% Plastic)
 with Variable Plastics Cost

COST OF
PLASTIC (1/2

LB.)

COMPOUNDING
(CENTS PER LB)

WOOD
FLOUR

(CENTS PER
1/2 LB)

PACKAGING
(CENTS PER

LB)

TOTAL COST
(CENTS PER

LB)

6 12.5 4 2 24.5
6.5 12.5 4 2 25.0
7 12.5 4 2 25.5

7.5 12.5 4 2 26.0
8 12.5 4 2 26.5

8.5 12.5 4 2 27.0
9 12.5 4 2 27.5

9.5 12.5 4 2 28.0
10 12.5 4 2 28.5

10.5 12.5 4 2 29.0
11 12.5 4 2 29.5

11.5 12.5 4 2 30.0
12 12.5 4 2 30.5

12.5 12.5 4 2 31.0
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Table 19: Cost to Produce One Lb. of Compound (50% Wood/50% Plastic)
with Variable Wood Flour Cost

COST OF
PLASTIC (1/2

LB.)

COMPOUNDING
(CENTS PER LB)

WOOD
FLOUR

(CENTS PER
1/2 LB)

PACKAGING
(CENTS PER

LB)

TOTAL COST
(CENTS PER

LB)

9 12.5 2 2 25.5
9 12.5 2.5 2 26.0
9 12.5 3 2 26.5
9 12.5 3.5 2 27.0
9 12.5 4.5 2 28.0
9 12.5 5 2 28.5
9 12.5 5.5 2 29.0
9 12.5 6 2 29.5

iii. Comments on Compounding
Wood-filled plastic compounds are often mistaken for a cheap alternative to virgin resins.

The tables show that this is not so. While the raw material costs are less than virgin materials, the
compounding cost and extra packaging raise the price of the compound to the point where other
attributes must be marketed and taken advantage of if sales are to be made.

Currently, virgin PP sells for less than $0.20 per pound when purchased in bulk in rail car
quantities. In truckload quantities packaged in gaylords, the price is typically $0.25 to $0.30.
HDPE will run about 10 to 15 cents more than PP. Virgin HIPS will cost 15 to 20 cents more
than PP.

Compounders successfully market their product based on the enhancements the wood fi-
ber brings to the finished product. This may be appearance, as in the case of flower pots; per-
formance as in the case of window and door components; or a combination of both, as in the case
of hot tub siding.

A minimal amount of information is needed to market wood-filled plastic compounds.
Standard property data sheets for standard compounds should be developed. The technical in-
formation should include bending and tensile properties, and impact performance, as well as
some basic processing characteristics. Extensive testing is best left until specific end products are
identified by a customer.

B. Composite Decking

According to sources inside the treated lumber industry, alternative decking materials, in-
cluding both composite products and plastic lumber, reduced sales of treated lumber for deck
surfaces by 7% in 1998. If industry capacity can meet it, the alternative decking material market
share is expected to more than double in 1999. With composite decking sales approaching $70-
$80 million dollars per year, these numbers are significant.
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i. Competition
All composite decking is made by direct extrusion. There are currently six composite

deck products of note:
TREX: (trex.com) Trex is the largest and most widely known product. The manufacturer

also has done a great deal of work to get data on its product and, consequently it is beginning to
be recognized as a legitimate building material by architects. Of the six major producers, Trex is
the primary competition. It has built a good distribution network and has retained TV weathe r-
man Willard Scott as its spokesman. Its product is often on allocation. Trex is adding capacity in
1999, but it probably won’t be online until late in the season, most likely in 2000. Trex recently
went public. Retail cost of 5/4 x 5 ½" deck boards is $1.52/linear foot.

ALERT CHOICEDEK: (choicedek.com) This product is similar to Trex and the company
has spent a great deal of its resources suing and losing to Trex for patent infringement. It re-
ceived another patent this June. Sales are $4-5 million annually. Alert Choicedek is publicly
traded. Their product is distributed by Weyerhaeuser.

CRANE PLASTICS TIMBER TECH: (crane-plastics.com) Crane is a large plastics
company with sales in excess of $130 million. Timber Tech probably accounts for about $15-$20
million of total sales. Timber Tech is a well-engineered product. The company is also targeting
other construction applications such as window and door profiles. It is aggressively promoting
their product and has the necessary data to back it up.

STRANDEX: Strandex is a licensed product developed in Madison, Wisconsin. It is a
highly wood-loaded profile that uses a combination of thermoplastics and thermoset resins to get
its strength. It is not unlike water-resistant extruded particleboard. There are several small licen-
sees of this product. There has been a press release announcing a fairly large plant with six lines
coming on board for 1999. This plant is located in Idaho and it is said that they have a distribu-
tion agreement with one of the major lumber companies. They have good data and, like Crane,
they are targeting a variety of construction applications.

MASTER MARK: This is a Trex-like product produced in Minnesota. Mastermark
makes a variety of plastics products for the lawn industry including lawn edging and plastic la t-
tice. It has two plants in Minnesota and one in Wisconsin. The company sells their composite
decking product to Menard’s where it is available special order. 5/4 x 5 ½" deck boards are
$1.39/foot retail. They have two lines operating.

DURABOARD: This is the smallest of the players listed. Apparently, it has developed its
own manufacturing technology. The company is located in Missouri.

ii. Manufacturing Costs
Tables 20 through 25 examine the effects of the primary variables on product costs. The

formula assumes a composite deck board that consists of 50% wood flour, 47% plastic, and 3%
additives. The additives are a group of chemicals that will enhance processing (lubricants, dis-
persing agents, etc.), improve durability (UV protection), and add color (pigments). The actual
blend of additives will depend on exactly what the manufacturer is trying to offer as to cost, war-
ranty, and appearance. Reasonable minimum and maximum values for cost have been selected to
show a range. As such, this information is only meant to show the effects of individual variables.
Reasonable cost for composite decking is about $0.85 to $0.95/linear foot.
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Table 20: Effect of Variable Wood Flour Cost on the Direct Extrusion of a Deck Board

A B C D E F G H I J
WOOD
 COST

PLAS.
 COST

ADD.
COST

MAT.$/
LB.

MAT.$/
FOOT

MFG.$/
HOUR

FT/MIN LBS/HR MFG $/
FT

 COST/
FOOT

0.04 0.18 3.00 0.195 0.627 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.10
0.05 0.18 3.00 0.200 0.643 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.12
0.06 0.18 3.00 0.205 0.659 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.14
0.07 0.18 3.00 0.210 0.675 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.15
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.17
0.09 0.18 3.00 0.220 0.707 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.18
0.10 0.18 3.00 0.225 0.723 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.20
0.11 0.18 3.00 0.230 0.739 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.22
0.12 0.18 3.00 0.235 0.755 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.23
Assumptions: 5/4” x 5 ½” with 3/8” radius corners @ 3.22 lbs./linear foot, with 50% wood, 47% plastic, 3%
additives. Formulas to calculate cost/foot are as follows: (1)  (0.50A) + (0.47B) + (0.03C) = D.  (2 )  D x 3.22
lb/lf = E.   (3) F/H x 3.22 lb/ lf = I.  (4) E + I = J

Table 21: Effect of Variable Plastic Cost on the Direct Extrusion of a Deck Board

A B C D E F G H I J
WOOD
 COST

PLAS.
 COST

ADD.
COST

MAT.$/
LB.

MAT.$/
FOOT

MFG.$/
HOUR

FT/MIN LBS/HR MFG $/
FT

 COST/
FOOT

0.08 0.12 3.00 0.186 0.600 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.08
0.08 0.13 3.00 0.191 0.615 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.09
0.08 0.14 3.00 0.196 0.630 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.11
0.08 0.15 3.00 0.201 0.646 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.12
0.08 0.16 3.00 0.205 0.661 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.14
0.08 0.17 3.00 0.210 0.676 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.15
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.17
0.08 0.19 3.00 0.219 0.706 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.18
0.08 0.20 3.00 0.224 0.721 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.20
0.08 0.21 3.00 0.229 0.736 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.21
0.08 0.22 3.00 0.233 0.752 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.23
0.08 0.23 3.00 0.238 0.767 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.24
0.08 0.24 3.00 0.243 0.782 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.26
0.08 0.25 3.00 0.248 0.797 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.27
Assumptions: 5/4” x 5 ½” with 3/8” radius corners @ 3.22 lbs./linear foot, with 50% wood, 47% plastic, 3%
additives. Formulas to calculate cost/foot are as follows: (1)  (0.50A) + (0.47B) + (0.03C) = D.  (2 )  D x 3.22
lb/lf = E.   (3) F/H x 3.22 lb/ lf = I.  (4) E + I = J
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Table 22: Effect of Variable Additive Package Cost
 on the Direct Extrusion of a Deck Board

A B C D E F G H I J
WOOD
 COST

PLAS.
 COST

ADD.
COST

MAT.$/
LB.

MAT.$/
FOOT

MFG.$/
HOUR

FT/MIN LBS/HR MFG $/
FT

 COST/
FOOT

0.08 0.18 1.80 0.179 0.575 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.05
0.08 0.18 2.10 0.188 0.604 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.08
0.08 0.18 2.40 0.197 0.633 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.11
0.08 0.18 2.70 0.206 0.662 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.14
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.17
0.08 0.18 3.30 0.224 0.720 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.20
Assumptions: 5/4” x 5 ½” with 3/8” radius corners @ 3.22 lbs./linear foot, with 50% wood, 47% plastic, 3%
additives. Formulas to calculate cost/foot are as follows: (1)  (0.50A) + (0.47B) + (0.03C) = D.  (2 )  D x 3.22
lb/lf = E.   (3) F/H x 3.22 lb/ lf = I.  (4) E + I = J

Table 23: Effect of Variable Manufacturing Cost on the Direct Extrusion of a Deck Board

A B C D E F G H I J
WOOD
 COST

PLAS.
 COST

ADD.
COST

MAT.$/
LB.

MAT.$/
FOOT

MFG.$/
HOUR

FT/MIN LBS/HR MFG $/
FT

 COST/
FOOT

0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 80.00 3.50 676 0.38  $ 1.07
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 90.00 3.50 676 0.43  $ 1.12
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.17
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 110.00 3.50 676 0.52  $ 1.21
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 120.00 3.50 676 0.57  $ 1.26
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 130.00 3.50 676 0.62  $ 1.31
Assumptions: 5/4” x 5 ½” with 3/8” radius corners @ 3.22 lbs./linear foot, with 50% wood, 47% plastic, 3%
additives. Formulas to calculate cost/foot are as follows: (1)  (0.50A) + (0.47B) + (0.03C) = D.  (2 )  D x 3.22
lb/lf = E.   (3) F/H x 3.22 lb/ lf = I.  (4) E + I = J
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Table 24: Effect of Variable Throughput Rates on the Direct Extrusion of a Deck Board

A B C D E F G H I J
WOOD
 COST

PLAS.
 COST

ADD.
COST

MAT.$/
LB.

MAT.$/
FOOT

MFG.$/
HOUR

FT/MIN LBS/HR MFG $/
FT

 COST/
FOOT

0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 2.50 483 0.67  $ 1.36
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.00 580 0.56  $ 1.25
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.17
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 4.00 773 0.42  $ 1.11
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 4.50 869 0.37  $ 1.06
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 5.00 966 0.33  $ 1.02
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 5.50 1063 0.30  $ 0.99
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 6.00 1159 0.28  $ 0.97
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 6.50 1256 0.26  $ 0.95
Assumptions: 5/4” x 5 ½” with 3/8” radius corners @ 3.22 lbs./linear foot, with 50% wood, 47% plastic, 3%
additives. Formulas to calculate cost/foot are as follows: (1)  (0.50A) + (0.47B) + (0.03C) = D.  (2 )  D x 3.22
lb/lf = E.   (3) F/H x 3.22 lb/ lf = I.  (4) E + I = J

Table 25: Effect of Changing the Cross-Section on the Direct Extrusion of a Deck Board

A B C D E F G H I J
WOOD
 COST

PLAS.
 COST

ADD.
COST

MAT.$/
LB.

MAT.$/
FOOT

MFG.$/
HOUR

FT/MIN LBS/HR MFG $/
FT

 COST/
FOOT

Solid 5/4” x 5 ½” with 3/8” corner radius @ 3.22 lbs./linear foot
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.691 100.00 3.50 676 0.48  $ 1.167

Four legged 5/4” x 5 ½” with 5/8” wall thickness @ 2.33 lbs./linear foot
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.500 100.00 3.50 489 0.48  $ 0.976

Three legged 5/4” x 5 ½” with 5/8” wall thickness @ 2.14 lbs./linear foot
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.459 100.00 3.50 449 0.48  $ 0.935

Hollow 5/4” x 5 ½” with six 5/8” holes @ 2.35 lbs./linear foot
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.504 100.00 3.50 494 0.48  $ 0.981

Hollow 5/4” x 5 ½” with six ¾” holes @ 1.96 lbs./linear foot
0.08 0.18 3.00 0.215 0.421 100.00 3.50 412 0.48  $ 0.897
Assumptions: Formula is 50% wood, 47% plastic, 3% additives. Formulas to calculate cost/foot are as fol-
lows: (1)  (0.50A) + (0.47B) + (0.03C) = D.  (2)  D x Y lb/ lf = E.   (3) F/H x Y lb/ lf = I.  (4) E + I = J. "Y" is the
respective lb/ lf.

Wood Flour: (50% of composition) Of all the variables, wood flour has the least effect.
Often people attracted to composites want to get into this business because they have cheap fiber
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available. Extrusion is a sophisticated process and using high-quality, consistent, dry wood fiber
is critical. About the cheapest good grade for decking will be 5 to 5 ½ cents delivered. A one-
cent change in wood flour translates to about 1 ½ cent change per linear foot in product cost.
(Note: the use of fiberized wood does have the potential of enhancing the structural properties of
the composite.)

Resin: (47% of composition) Resin prices are at an all time low. It is hard to justify using
recycled at current prices. Recycled also has much more variability. Prices are predicted to stay
low for the next two to three years. A 3-cent change in resin prices changes product price about 4
½ cents per lineal foot. Bulk delivery and storage are the most cost-effective ways to handle the
resin.

Additive package : (3% of composition) This includes UV protection, lubricant, and color
if needed. A 30-cent change in the additive package will change the product cost about 3 cents.

Machine time: Machine time will vary depending on capital costs, labor costs, etc.
$100/hour is a reasonable estimate based on industry standards. A $10/hr shift will change prod-
uct costs about a nickel.

Throughput: Throughput is the critical component in product cost. It is determined by a
number of factors and is not an exact science. Additive packages, pumping capability of the ex-
truder, tooling, and desired product quality all affect throughput. Three and a half feet per minute
is a fairly typical rate. Some manufacturers do much better, others do worse. Depending on
throughput, each line should make between 1.5 and 3.5 million lineal feet/year, based on a 24-
hours per day, 7 days per week operation.

Engineering the profile: Manipulating the cross section of the extruded profile to maxi-
mize the use of the material is the second most critical component to keeping costs down.
 Some composite manufacturers produce a solid component; others engineer and produce a more
sophisticated profile which may require a higher quality raw material. Product cost can be re-
duced 20 to 30% by engineering a profile.

Manufacturing Cost Summary: Concentrating on good profile design and manufacturing
efficiencies (throughput) are where the money is made in this market. Everyone pays about the
same for resin, wood flour, additives, trucking, etc.

iii. Testing of Composite Decking
Testing of composite decking varies widely from manufacturer to manufacturer. Trex is

certainly one of the leaders with a great amount of useful data. Making and selling a product
whose failure could conceivable result in serious injury or death tells the wise manufacturer to
have extensive property data and manufacturing documentation.

In addition, failure due to poor UV stabilization or poor encapsulation of the wood could
result in numerous deck surface replacements that are still under warranty. Such a failure could
easily bankrupt even an established company.

Mechanical Property Testing: Fortunately there are a number of standard ASTM tests
(D198) that can be conducted to ensure adequate composite decking performance. They include
tests for:

a. Lumber Bending Strength, or Modulus of Rupture (MOR)
b. Lumber Bending Stiffness, or Modulus of Elasticity (MOE)
c. Lumber Compressive Strength
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d. Lumber Compressive Stiffness
e. Hardness
f. Fastener tests

1. Nail head pull out
2. Lateral nail resistance
3. Screw withdrawal
4. Nail withdrawal
5. Linear change with moisture

g. Linear change with temperature
h. Water absorption
i. Thickness swell

 
Accelerated Aging Tests: Because composite decking products are used in outdoor envi-

ronments, it is anticipated that physical aging will play an important role in their long-term per-
formance. For this reason, some of the tests described above should be repeated for a matched set
of specimens after the specimens have been subjected to the accelerated aging specified in
ASTM D1037, sections 118-124. This accelerated aging exposure is intended to be a “measure
of the inherent ability of a material to withstand severe exposure conditions.” This exposure, and
subsequent testing, will provide a comparative measure of the performance of the wood fiber-
filled plastics against conventional wood products.

iv. Comments on Composite Decking

Composite decking may present the greatest opportunity for the wood-plastic composites
described in this report. It is generally more expensive than traditional treated lumber, cedar, or
redwood, however its contribution to the total installed cost of a deck is modest. The public is
attracted to composite decking because of its perceived low maintenance and durability.

Anyone entering the composite decking market is advised to thoroughly test the finished
product and document the manufacturing procedures to protect itself against liability and war-
ranty claims.

XII. SEMINAR PROGRAM

Part of this project was to organize a seminar at which findings of this investigation as
well as other technical and market information on wood-plastic composites would be presented.
The purpose of the seminar was to stimulate interest in the production of composites in Massa-
chusetts. The seminar was held on October 7, 1999 in cooperation with the Chelsea Center. Pre-
senters and their subjects were:

Introduction to The Program, N.C. Weidhaas, Forest and Wood Products Institute, Mount
Wachusett Community College, Gardner, MA and
Jodie Siegel, Chelsea Center for Recycling and Economic Development, Chelsea, MA.

The Wood Residue Situation in Massachusetts, Gordon Boyce, Department of
Environmental Management, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.
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Construction/Demolition Materials and the Landfill Situation In Massachusetts, Gregory
Wirsen, Green Seal Environmental, Hyannis, MA

The Plastic Waste Stream in Massachusetts, Amy Perlmutter, Chelsea Center for Recy-
cling and Economic Development, Chelsea, MA.
 
Overview of Composite Products and Processes, Dr. John Youngquist, USDA Forest
Service, Madison, WI.

The Technology of Manufacturing Wood-Plastic Composites, Tom Black, Plastic Tech-
nology program, Mount Wachusett Community College, Gardner, MA.

Composite Products and Low-Investment Manufacturing Systems, Dr. Alan Marra, For-
est Products Development Laboratory, Amherst, MA.

Financial Assistance Programs, Steve Long, Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection, Boston, MA.

Session moderators:
Dr. Harold Gatslick, Thomas Black, Nicholas Weidhaas
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